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You are interested in lowering the High Cost of Bat
teries and Battery Repairing.
See us and find out how you can save Real Money on

GUARANTEED

SERVICE

FLYE’S CARACE
Telephone 511-W.

221 Main Street.

Rockland, Me.

HIGH GUIDE COIL PIC Cfl per
al SPEARS wIOiUU ton
In my opinion it is wise for consumers of Coal to get
their fuel for next winter in the immediate future. I
believe the price is as low as it will be this season and
there are conditions with the Coal operators that may

In

1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
In 1801 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1887.
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Whilst thou llvest keep a good tongue •••
In thy head.—Shakespeare.
•••
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EATON FOR WARDEN

Understood That Deputy's
Promotion Becomes Effec
tive July 1st.
Although there has been no formal
appointment of a successor to Hon.
r'rank J. Ham as warden of the
stale Prison it is understood, on
good authority. t^at the prison com
mission are to plage Deputy Warden
Lester D. Eaton in charge July 1st.
Mr. Eaton has held his present posi
tion six years, a.il has discharged his
important duties in a manner that has
treatly commenJ-d itself to the com
missioners Mr. Eaton was a deputy
shot iff in Franklin county six years,
and an official at ihe Stale School for
Insane Criminals at Ur.dgcwuter,
M ies., six years.
The appointment is very pleasing to
the friends he has made in Ills sev
eral official capacities.

cause an advance at any time.

SHINGLES

MY ADVICE IS TO BUY NOW

We have a carload of fair

Coal, Wood, and Masons’ Building Material at bottom

ly good Cedar Shingles at

prices.

$3 per M.

FRED R. SPEAR
TELEPHONE 255

W. H. GLOVER CO.

SATURDAY GAMES.

Volume 76................... Number 74.

BEFORE ROCKLAND AUDIENCE.

Rockland Wins First Blood In
Electric Lights From East
the Annual Series With Speaker Bames Takes Sharp Issue With Gov. Baxter As To
Union To Foot of Bowley
Ownership
of
Maine
Water
Powers.
Hill—Turned
On
Last
Camden.
Night.
The Rockland locals played their
first game of the season Saturday in
Camden, and defeated the Camden Y.
M. C. A. 12 to 4.
Foster, who had pitched in the Twi
light League the previous night,
found himself possessed of a very lame
arm, and was compelled to retire after
three innings, with the score standing
3 to 2 in Camden's favor. Thornton,
who succeeded him. with only a few
moments of warming up, pitched one
of the best games In his career, strik
ing out 12 men. and having but one
bad inning. He also had the satisfac
tion of turning tn two timely hits.
The spectators were entertained
with several long hits, in which Hgrt,
Taylor and F. Thomas starred.
Thomas's hit would have gone far
over the fence on the Broadway
ground, but the quick recovery of the
hall enabled Hinckley to get his man
at third when Thomas over-ran the
sack.
There whs some pretty fielding,
notable plays being Morin’s one-hand
catch of Kenney’s line drive, and
Magee’s catch of a very high throw.
An odd feature of the game was the
fact that Wotton had but two chances
at first base. The score:
Rockland

Kenney, ss .....
McDonald. 2b ..
Wotton, lb ........
Foster, p. If ....
Rogers, rf ......
Hart, c ............
Thornton, if, p
Beaudoin, cf
Cates, cf ............
Hinckley, 3b ...

• • » •

ab r bh tb po a
5
5
5
5
4

3
4

42 12
Camden
ab r
F. Thomas, If .. 5 0
Magee, lb ... ... 5 0
McGrath, 2b ... 4 1
Boynton, p .. .. . 4 0
Richards, cf . ... 3 0
Morin ss ... ... 2 1
4 1
Taylor, c ...
Hooper, 3b .. ... 3 1
Mitchell, rf . .. 2 0
G. Thomas, rf .. 2 0

10 12 27
bh
1
1
1
1
0
0
2
1
S
0

tb
3
1
1
1
0
0
5
1
0
0

PO
3
7
2
1
2
2
7
3
0
0

Vigorous opposition to the State
ownership and development of water
powers in Maine, Mis voiced last night
by Hon. Charles P. Barnes, speaker
of the State Legislature, In an ad
dress before the Woman’s Educa
tional Club and its guests. Speaker
Barnes gave a very strong presenta
tion of the case, and it was listened
to most attentively by a representa
tive audience. Mrs. Mary Perry Rich,
president of the Club, was in the chair.
Included in the audience were two
members of the last Legislature—
Senator Rodney I. Thompson of Rock
land and Representative L. True Spear
of Rockport.
The opening exercises of the Club
last night were conducted hy Mrs.
Stewart, the club cheer was led by
Mrs. Fred Wight, and current events
were conducted by Miss Clara Spauld
ing. The Club will now discontinue
its meetings until October. Hence
forth when the public is invited to
hear the speakers a small admission
fee will be charged.

C

1

a
0
1
4
0
0
2
0
2
0
0

e
1
0
2
0
1
2
0
0
1
0

34 4 7 12 27 9 7
Rockland .......... 021 05040 0—12
Camden ............ 1 1 000200 0— 4
Two-base hit. Taylor. Three-base
hits, Taylor, Hart, F. Thomas. Bases
on balls, off Boynton 1, off Foster 2,
off Thornton 1. Struck out, by Boyn
ton 6, by Foster 5, by Thornton 12.
Passed balls, by Taylor 2, by Hart 3.
Stolen bases, Boynton, Rogers 2,
Thornton. UiApires, Barker of Cam
den and .lames Ross of Boston.

Speaker Barnes said in part:
The subject of ownership and de
velopment of water power is not new,
for possibly the first development
among the early settlers in this state
was the development of a water power,
in the establishment of a grist-mill for
the grinding of the farmers’ wheat.
The logical result of industry, and
thrift therewith, has given to New
England people not the bare reputation
for manufacturing activity but con
stant employment at remunerative
wage and a constant accretion of
wealth.
T^he grist-mill has passed to the
Middle West hut the original develop
ment for carding and spinning wool
has bequeathed to our state with other
New England States great plants that
employ the populations of busy cities
in the productions of yarn and cloth,
and are the pride of our people.
As the great body of the population
of the country has gradually shifted
toward the west and as manufacturing
both by water-power and steam has
developed over the whole face of the
country, and as the product of New
England manufacturing has heen sub
jected to greater freight charges In its

The price of Coal has been reduced to $16.50 per
ton, and Coke to $1 5.00 per ton. As far as it is pos
sible for us to tell this is the lowest price we will be
able to make this year.
We advise our friends to order their Coal now,
for next winter, as we may be compelled to increase the
price at any time without further notice.

The Lobsters defeated the Snows 3
to 2 last night in the ttrst extra inning
fame of the season and incidentally
the best played game thus Tar this
season. The usual standing and per
centages are unavoidably deferred to
the next issue.

Fishermen
Attention
All or any part
of 50,000 pounds
3 and 4 thread
Lobster Twine at
29c per pound

—OF—

Our Tea Room
Will be open to
Ladies and Gentlemen
Serving afternoon-evening

For immediate acceptance

M. B. © C. O. PERRY

East Coast Fishtries
Company

Invitations are extended to
New and old patrons
Nothing but the best.

Telephone 487

ROCKLAND
72tf

Season 1921
Lobster Lunches a Specialty

MRS. BRENNAN has taken the
hotel at Port Clyde, which has
been thoroughly
renovated, and
will be open for Summer visitor*
June first.

Brennan

Mr*.

will

aarva

SHORE DINNERS aa uaual.

553tf

Band Concerts Wednesday' Evenings and
Sunday Afternoons

Ocean View
Tea Room

Dances Wednesdays and Fridays

NOW OPEN

Photoplays Afternoons and Evenings at 2
and 7.30 p. m., Wednesday and
Friday Evenings excepted

Twilight League Baseball at New Athletic
Field Five Nights Each Week

The Park for Picnics and Children’s Outings

KNOX COUNTY ELECTRIC COMPANY

At Yard of JOB SHIPYARD CORP., Machias, Maine

(Certain large items will be offered at upset prices only)
TERMS—25% Cash, or Certified Check on amount over $100.00 at time
of sale; balance in Ten Days.
I shall also sell to the highest bidder, outfits including (Wood) Planer. Rotary Saw,
Band Saw, B. T. A B. Sharpener. Black Diamond Saw Sharpener. 15 H- P. Stearic
Engine, Boilers, Hoister, Derricks, Bolt Cutting Machine and Punch. Ceiling Clamps.
Compressed Air Borers and Hammers. (Wood) Laths. Pile Driver, Spikes. Clinch Rings.
Washers, Oak Wodgda, Pino .Plugs. Treenails. Mast Hoops. Oakum, Cotton. Galvaniied
Iron Wirt Rope. Shafting ano Pulleys, Electric Light Fixtures, several Frame Buildings,
and 46 ft. Topmasts. 65 ft. Booms, 44 tt. Bowsprit. 24 in.x 24 In.

W. G. MEANS, Auctioneer
Morning trains Afolve at Machias, 9:25 from West; 8:31 from East, evening trains
re Machias, 7 :56 j^olng West, 6:59; goin
” ‘ daily,
* " except
- * Sunday.
“ ‘
going East,
Leave
Th&Tu

There Is More Power In—

THAT GOOD GULF

GASOLENE

SUPREME OILS AND GREASES

PORT CLYDE

Oakland Park

New 3-Mast Schooner, “Machias,” 318 Tons (Gross)
Shipbuilding and Mill Equipment, Machinery, Etc.;
Four 108 ft. Spars, Ship Frame, (250 feet overall,
Set up on Keel); Building Suitable for Mill, Blue
berry Factory or Laundry; Lumber, Etc.
SATURDAY, JUNE 25,1921; 1:00 P. M. rain or shine

Here you also will find
Everything pertaining to
A first-class shore
Dinner at moderate prices.

If you are in need of a summer fuel, try our Otto
Coke. It is cheaper than coal.

distribution to distant consumers, New
England has been forced to submit to
a handicap as compared witli sections
nearer to the purchasing public. And
this lias brought it about that, as com*
pared with manufacturing hy steam
power, manufacture by water power
has become proportionally more profit
able.
Up to the present time mapy water
powers tn Maine have been developed,
but even now many others are still
undeveloped. It would he exceedingly
difficult to prove that the owners of
water powers within tlie State have
not developed them as rapidly as there
has been a demand for their use, and
a survey of our rivers from the Presumpscot thoroughly developed, ami
ministering to a populous section, to
the distant Aroostook furnishing light
and power for the whole of northern
and eastern Maine tends to demon
strate that development has gone on
hand in hand with demand.
Now’ no man or corpoation can de
velop power plants withont certainty
of profit.
It is true that the state if she decides
to tax her people and their property
for the maintenance and development
of her plants could erect manu
facturing establishments and power
generating plants without provision
for the sale of the products; but this
is absurd, and if there is any desire
on the part of the people of Maine to
go into the development of water
power, It must be their plan that the
state shall go into manufacturing in
competition with the private citizen.
This is not a policy that has ever
heen viewed with favor by our people
hut, since the development of the
dynamo and since the price of steam
coal has become exorbitant, our people
in city or upon farm have comt* to con
sider light and hydro-electric energy for
power a household necessity.
Wherefore comes the cry, “State de
veloped electricity for everyone.” Did
tills cry originate from the people?
Is this a cry that has been thrown to
the winds for the people?
In many sections of the State men
of foresight and energy, men of faith
in the future of Maine, and men who
could command capital have invested
great sums of money and the energies
of their fife in developing what are
now hydro-electric plants with all the
appurtenances of distributing centers
and carrying lines, power basins and
storage reservoir; and, keeping pace
with them, this state by its Public

AUCTION

THE TWILIGHT LEAGUE

REDUCTION IN PRICE OF
COAL AND COKE

TW1NKLERS IN HOPE

CARLISLE CORD AND YALE TIRES
AUTO ACCESSORIES
Authorized Hudson and Essex Service Station

MOODY’S

AUTOMOBILE
SERVICE STATION
TEL. 455-M.

68 PARK STREET

To be sure of quality buy Bluebird

Com.

Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hour® with affairs, do not
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your Inner life with a Mt

CHICKEN & LOBSTER DINNER8
BROILED LIVE LOBSTERS
Served at All Houra after 12 A. M.

of poetry.

Standard Tima

ANGEL or FUDGE CAKE served
with Pure Ice Cream with each din
ner.

Afternoon Teas.
Lunches put up to take out any
time.
TEL. CAMDEN 322.

68tf

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

DINNERS FROM 60c UP

Try Our
76c BEEFSTEAK DINNER
SUNDAYS

Utilities Commission has regulated
every such development and appli
cation of power as is in any sense a
public service. Everybody wants light
and power in his house. Does this
fact make their generation a public
use, a fit object for State investment
and maintenance? Poes the fact of
its desirability render it the duty of
tlie state to furnish light to every
homestead no matter bow remote from
the trunk lines of commerce?
If we may believe that elected or
appointed State officials, all politicians,
will produce a product demanded by
our people as economically as private
owners, and if we are ready to submit
to the proposition that the state may
take away the already developed
properties from Iheir present owners
and operate them as a State or sell
them to other private individuals au
provided in the resolution offered to
the legislature of Maine during the
past winter, and if wc call be sure that
this operation will be less burdensome,~
both directly and indirectly, to the
consumer, then we may be ready to
subscribe to tlie new doctrine that the
State shall produce the manufactured
product within its borders and that the
men of its population who are gifted
witli initiative energy and courage
shall depart to sections and states
wliere initiative energy nnd courage
are allowed to reap a premium for
their investment.
What does State development pre
suppose?
Bonding
your property
and mine for $50,000,000 or $300,000,000,
and taxation for weary ages to pay
the ixmds; operation by State em
ployees, without the incentive of com
petition and thut greatest of all in
centives, pride in one’s work and
increasing effectiveness and success;
business In the hands of State Com
missioners, most valuable citizens
until made commissioners; a popu
lation leisure^ operating till the hour
for presenting their pay checks to the
public treasurer, and Investing their
surplus earnings outside of Maine,
where private enterprises will offer
greater returns.
These are some of the conditions
that State owned industries will saddle
upon us.
And, when the $50,000.000—or $300,000,000—are invested.
the product,
as hydro-electric energy must be sold.
The only market, after the diminutive
present demand is met must be with
out our borders.
A few of our sons, one in a thousand,
after the powers are developed, will
be retained to watch the automatic oil
cups over the bearings of the dynamos,
and hunt the troubles on the carrying
lines; the rest must mlgrate.to other
States where private Industry will
build up other Mllllnockets and Rumfords—Maine becomes the power-plant
for the eastern United States.
Mothers of Maine, mothers of men.
subscribe to tills policy only after
you have studied the history of man’s
economic development; defeat it un
less convinced that our industry, our
enterprise and our capital, together
with what they attract of foreign
funds, deserve profit, commensurate
with the toil entailed and the risk in
volved, and that our Maine is to bo
developed as a home for our sons and
for the stranger who Is contented to
labor with us and become one of us.
Those Paramount
programs for
New England Week at Park Theatre
make the movie fans’ mouths water.

MONUMENT SQUARE, CAMDEN

Served Inside or Outside on the
Broad Verandah
Overlooking Penobscot Bay

Last night marked an important
epoch in the history of South Hope,
when electric lights were turned on fur
the first time. Tlie current came over
tile line which has peen under con
six weeks, from
struction tlie past
foot of Bowley’s
East Union to the
The system is an
Hill in South Hope
Crawford Electric
extension
of the
Co.’s system, and the
construction
work was done under the direction of
Edward Creighton of South Union, tha
company’s efficient foreman.
For the present the electric system
in South Hope will lie confined to light
ing of residences anJ stores but tha
sample street light which will be main
talned for a while will doubtless prove
so satisfactory that the citizens will
Insist upon the village having lights
enough to illuminate it .adequately.
The Crawford Electric Co. has been
lighting the villages of South Union
and East Union for about four years,
and with two exceptions the service
has been unbroken all that time. With
tbe new extension in operation the
company lias about 75 connections,
furnishing lights for residences, stores,
offices and . streets—eight miles of
line, all told.
That section of the county Is indeed
fortunate In having such progressive
men as those who control and operate
the Crawford Electric Co.

—Charlee KUot Norton.

LIFE’S TAVERN.

There are thousands of different ways of making money
but there is only one way of saving it.
A SYSTEMATIC BANK ACCOUNT

Then start a systematic account in a systematic bank
with a systematic method.
4% credited your account in May and November

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
VINALHAVEN

WARREN

UNION

In this old Tavern there are rooms sff*Sear
That I would linger hereI love these corners and familiar nooks
Where I have sat with people and with books
The very Imperfections and the scars
About the walls and celling and the floor.
The sagging of the windows and the door,
The dlnginess that nrars
The hearth and chimney, and the wood laid
bare
There on the old black chair.
The dear dilapidation of the place
Km lies In my face.
And 1 am loath to go.
Here from the window is a glimpse of sea,
Enough for me;
And every evening, through the window bars.
Peer in the friendly stars.
—And yet I know
That some day I must go, and close the door.
And see the House no more.
V
—Mary Burt Messer, In the Atlantic.

BliMMilE
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APOLOGIES
Issue of The

This

Fourth of July Celebration Is Not To Be Split up.—The Program Contains Several Star Attractions.
The

American

a

have

Legion

meeting

tonight

Courier-Gazette

Fourth

of July

celebration.

has been much talk on
of news

items,

and

large

small, whose failure to appear is due
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setting
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a
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type
in

the

through

linotype,

new

which
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the original ma

chine

the

which

with

worn

service had

We

out.

nearly

invested

was

long

and which through

become

office

ago

twenty-five years

this

regret

failure to print the r rntributions of
our friends and trust they will accept

explanation

this

Our

apology.

as

office,

to de

cide finally upon the features of the

is marked by the omission of a great
number

committees

an

adequate

now

equipped

with three linotype machines of mod

There

the street to

the effect that the celebration was to
be transferred to Oakland

the

parade, but

The

Park after
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is in a position to state positively that
the entire show—forenoon, afternoon
and evening—will be in Rockland.
It is true that the Knox County
Electric Co. made a generous offer
to have the ball game played on the
new diamond at Oakland, and equally
true that the greatest number of peo
ple would be* accommodated thereby,
but Commander Healey and his asso
ciates feel that justice would not be
done to the local merchants and other

citizens who will be asked this week
to raise the necessary funds for en
tertaining the officers and men of the
superdreadnaught Nevada, who are to
be the city’s guests.
The essential features of the pro

gram are:

At 11 a. m. a military parade of two
divisions, the first comprising the U.
S. S. Nevada band, one company of
marines, two companies of infantry,
and a hospital and signal corps: the
second division to comprise the Oak
land Park Band, the Rockland. Thom
aston and Camden companies of Coast
Artillery Corps.
At 1 p. m. there will be a race be
tween two boats from the Nevada,
within plain view from the water
front.
At 3 p. m. there will be a baseball
game on the Broadway ground be
tween the C. S. S. Nevada team and
thetKnox County All-Stars.
At 8 p. m. there will be a concert
in Postofllce Square by the Nevada
band, and when it has become suffi
ciently dark the Nevada will be illu
minated, and will give a searchlight
drill.
It is hoped that the local fund
will be sufficiently generous to permit
of a fireworks display.
Rockland has drawn one of the best
prizes in the Navy for this holiday,
and there should be no halfway busi
ness In our part bf the affair.

ern type, will take place among the
most

progressive

establish

printing

ments in Maine.

Red Cross Chapters throughout the

counfry are in receipt of an

urgent

appeal from the national organization

to help raise the

sum

$500,000,

of

which is the minimum sum needed for

necessary relief work and rehabilita
tion work in the

stricken

of

city

More than 500 families

Pueblo, Colo.

have already been listed by the Red

Cross as being in need of hedp.

lost all

have

an

represent

families

Many

possess.

they

These

approximate

total of 7000 persons and the census
is

not

dealers,

yet

complete.

large and

Hundreds

the

buildings

been

stocks

and

which

they7

The damage is esti

were housed.
mated

in

closet! Friday with a program in which

Mrs. Eastman and daughter Clara the following pupils took part: Thelma
arrived home Wednesday.
Starrett.
Orrin
Harding.
Elizabeth
Dorothy Hooper is visiting her par Moody, Donald Kenniston. Ralph Nor
ents Mr. and Mrs. G. O. Gould.
wood. Joseph Vinal.
Robert Connell,
Mrs. John Davis
entertained
her
Vera Partriiige, Lillies Kenniston, Al
aunt of Thomaston Friday.
den
Watts, George
Davis, Andrew
Mrs. Wentworth's mother and sister
Connell, Elsie Partridge, Elma Jame
are visiting here.
son,
Ethel
Harding.
Joseph
Vinal,
Mrs. Genie McIntyre of Lowell was
Lawrence
Pendleton,
Lilly
Marner,
in town Friday
Lendell Pendleton and Mildred Ken
Ellis Spear, Jr. Is In town.
niston.
The entertainment
was fol
Rev. David Burgh is in town for
lowed by a candy sale and the prothree Sundays
i eeeds of $5.85 will go towards a VicJoseph Lochie anti mother have ar
j trola for the school.
Pupils not abrived from Washington. D. C.
i sent two terms during the year: RohThe Chases left Sunday for Massa I ert Connell, Lawrence Pendleton, und
chusetts.
George Davis: not absent or tardy for
Miss Elsie Lermond arrived from
I the year: Ralph Norwood and Alden
Connecticut, Saturday.
I Watts.
Hinkley’s
Corner
primary
school

com

which

pletely wiped out their

ruined

have

small,

paralyzed by the flood

of

WARREN

between

$15,000,000

and

$25.-

000,000, exclusive of loss to municipal

ighways and railroad property.

The

flood victims must be helped to regain
normal economic existence before the
city can return to its position as a
self-supporting community.

VINALHAVEN
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Miss Betty Anderson of Boston is
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Libby.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Malcolm of New

‘‘Swat and the world swats
with you.”
Prices back to normal for
Boys suitable suits for Sum
mer.
Wash suits for the little ones
and the big ones, up to 10
years, prices $2.00, $3.00.
Good durable, wearable all
wool suits, in fancy mixtures
$10.00.
Attractive tweeds in greys
and browns, belts and yokes,
some with two pair of knick
ers, $1 2.50.
A special blue serge at
$13.50 for boys from 8 to
16 years.
New caps $1.50, $1.25.

York arrived Tuesday for the summer
season.
Charles Coombs and family of Bel
fast are spending a two weeks' va
cation at Shore Acres, at the L,
A.
Coombs bungalow.
There was a large
attendance of
Masons at Union
church,
Sunday
Rev. C. H. B. Seliger
prdbehed
on
“Christianizing the Social Conditions."
Mrs. Albra Vinal Smith sang a solo.

A. U. Patterson
"Wednesday.

was in

Rockland

H. E. Botnan arrived Saturday frum
Lisbon Falls.
Mrs. feertha Hopkins arrived Friday
from Boston.
Louie’s Jazz

Orchestra made quite

a hit at the social hop, in Memorial
hall Thursday evening.
Miss Myrtie Roberts returned Sat
urday from Lisbon Falls, where she
has been teaching.
Mr. and
Mrs. E. G. Carver and
daughter Celeste are guests of rela
tives in Waltham. Mass.
Dr R. H. Thompson
has sold
his
motor boat to Marshall Sails.
Lena Gilchrist
left
Monday
for
Clark’s Island, where she will spend
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins are en
joying a vacation trip
in
Jonesport.
Charles
Burgess and son
Call are
keepers at Heron Neck Light in their
absence.
Mrs. H. W. Fifield, daughter Doris,
and son Walker, are
guests of Mrs.
Frank Jones at Northport.
Fred Noyes arrived Saturday from
Bates College.
L. W. Sanborn and family have been
spending the week at their bungalow.
Mrs. Harold Johnson and son Harold,
Jr.
left Friday for
Portland.
Her
daughter Avis will remain as guest of

Pupils of 5th and 6th grades, "Wash

ington School, not absent during year?
Arey,

Louise

Larson,

Frances

Young, Emetine Lawry. Alfred Lawry,
and

John

Stordahl. . Pictures

bought

dining year are: "Return to tiie Farm,"
■Si-tine
Madonna,” aud "The
Par
helion." Since thrift day, January 17,
tile pupil: have saved $37.72.

UNION
1 nion
. i\ ■ .
v.a i .•
held at
the
Congregational church Sunday mornaig and the church was nearly full of.
interested lM.neis.
There was a
good
delegation
from
Waldoboro.
This is the fourth w.-.-k of the evange
listic meeting
and tie congregation
showed plainly that the interest had
not diminished. There will lie open air
meetings, beginning at 7.30 each even
ing in from of ill. portoflee to which
all are invit'd.

The

J.ole

Aid

gational chill . Il will

meeting with Air.,

of

tie

hold an

I Writer Asserts She Has Ceased to Be
sentimental and is Armed

“Women no longer marry for a
home ami a provider.” writes Frances
Hodgson Burnett in McCall’s.
"To begin with, woman has largely
ceased to he au amateur and a senti
mentalist. nnd she lias also largely
ceased to he regarded as either one
or the other or both, as the natural
and Inescapable result of her sex.
Such paid work ns she undertakes to
perform is not approached in the trem
ulous hope that Incompetence mid In
exactness will he overlooked ‘In n
woman' because a woman called upon
to be self-supporting must necessarily
bp regarded us au unnatural aud pa
thetic object.
"Women have begun to support
themselves as a matter of decency nnd
preference—from which has evolved
the fact that they have ceased to
marry merely to have ‘someone to pro
vide for them.’
"Coming into competition with men.
In her search for self-support, the
woman whose portion It was to retain
her despnlrlug hold upon hope by
studying more ‘to please’ has found It
Incumbent upon her to supply her
self—among other working tools—with
men’s logic, men’s restraint and men’s
knowledge of the necessary ignoring
in the workaday world of the personal
influence which ls a matter of gender.
Beauty and gender still exist, but they
are no longer the sole working assets."

Photographs have been successfully
cabled across the Atlantic. The first
pictures actually transmitted were
probably those taken In New York of
the recent international yacht race aud
reproduced a few hours later In ‘a
London newspaper. There are several
methods of transmitting photographs
by wire and even by wireless electric
ity, but the system followed in cabling
the yacht pictures Is probably the
best. The negative containing the
photograph is “coded.” or prepared for
transmission by an Ingenious device
which reduces the picture to an ar
rangement of messages which resem
ble an ordinary cable code and can
he transmitted us such. This message
can he handed Into a telegraph office
for transmission like any other mes
sage. On being received on tile other
side of tiie Atlantic this message is
placed in a machine resembling un or
dinary typewriter und ls In turn re
produced by a series of holes In a
long tape. The tape Is then placed
In the reproducing machine with an
undeveloped plate and after being
transmitted the plate Is pluced In a
developing hath which reproduces the
ortginiil picture In every detail. Some
details are lost- In the sending, but It
Is promised that the machine will soon
be perfected anti the long distance
transmission of .photographs will be
a commonplace.—Boys’ Life.

Members ^if the Woman's Auxiliary
of Winslow-Holbrook Post are request -

to attend the regular meeting Wednes

day evening.

If you are in favor of

serving a^public dinner thet Fourth of
July come and let’s plan about it.

next

Thursday.

Miss P. E. Borgerson,
Mrs. O. B. Hyland,
Committee.

You have until Wednesday night
June 22 in which to buy an

At the Reduced
Price of
“More good humor can be generated around this
little table stove than the world dreams of.”

Just plug in at a convenient light socket and you are
ready to grill, fry, toast, broil or stew.
You can
broil steaks, chops or fish.
You can cook eggs,
sauces and a variety of chummy dishes right at
your table.

$11.951
I

*

Ask for our regular 4-heat round, nickel plated grill

Knox Electric Company

This Special Offer Limited
to the First 20 Customers.

ROCKLAND

THOMASTON

Every One Can Now
Afford to Own the
World’s Best
Musical Instrument

Come in at Once and Bring
This Ad with You—as You
Save $40.00.

“A Columbia
Grafonola”

Mail us $10.00 and we will
set one aside for you.

SPECIAL
A few slightly used in
struments at ]/2 price.
Suitable
for Summer
Camps and Bungalows.

HAVE MUSIC-MIRTH and MELODY
“IN YOUR HOME"

Burpee Furniture Co.
361 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
t

(Headquarters for Columbia Grafonolaa and

a

Telephone 450

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■»&

WAS MASTER OF PROFANITY
Intimate of

Great

Editor

Deelaree
v

Swearing Was More Than a Bad
Habit With Him.

Joseph Pulitzer, the famous hlirxl
founder of the New York World, was
not always a purist In language. At
least so writes Charles Chapin, who
was for 20 years*clty editor of the
Evening World, in Ills autobiography,
culled "Charles Chapin’s Story."
“Sometimes when I was reading to
him he would become explosively pro
fane.” writes Clmpln.
“And botv
shockingly that blind man could swear!
With him profanity was more of an
art than a vice. Once when I had read
something to hint that made him angry
with the writer’s stupidity he swore so
passionately and so loud and grew so
choleric and red In Ihe face that I
feared something Inside of him might
snap.
“Suddenly he checked himself anil
pricked up Ills ears. There were angry
voices In an adjoining room. One of
his young si ns was having a run-in
wllh-his tutor and was forcibly telling
what he thought of him. A peculiar
expression, a mixture of annoyance
and amusement cume over m.v employ
er’s countenance.
“‘Dear me,’ he said. ‘I wondtjr where
that hoy learned to swear.’ He didn’t
utter another oath during the remain
der of tny visit.”

Keep Ahead of the Bugs!
If you let them get a start on your
garden —
Well, you know how it
is. So, let’s go after them NOW.
A

PYROX in 1, 5 and 10 lb. cans.

BUG DEATH, any quantity.
ARSENATE OF LEAD, dry in bulk
BLUE VITRIOL, in bulk

ALL KiNDS OF SPRAYERS

Rockland Hardware Co.
LSi,

Farm

Machine Prices Reduced

and International

-

Complete

Line
Re-duced in Price

FULL LINE OF REPAIRS
Get the New Prices and the Latest Machines
Demonstrated at

S. O.

HURD’S
South Thomaston, Me.

Ttf

Ludicrously Low Prices.

From a letter just received in New
York from Brugue, Czecho-Slovakla:
"This city Is one of the most beau
tiful places I ever saw.
And the
prices Just now. If you have American
money, ure simply ludicrous. My
room at the best hotel cost me 75 cents
o day. You can dine at the best res
taurants, with wine thrown in, for 50
to 75 cents. I Just sent out a pair of
shoes to he repaired by a cobbler, and
what do you think the profiteer
charged? Five cents! Ami you can
go downstairs to the so-called Amer
ican bar nnd get a champagne cobbler
for 25 cents und a Martini cocktail for
15 cents. Just got my week’s hill from
my hotel. Seven days' lodging und
breakfasts—$d! nnd It’s the best hotel
In Prague!’’
Although

Rockland

was

a

very

orderly city yesterday, taking into ac
count

the

large

the

trial

circus

crowd,

’’jug" this
for

there

I./

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

NNOUNCING the opening of our Laundry we
wish to state that we are fully equipped to do
all kinds of laundry work in a first class manner. We have all the necessary machines as well as a
new clean building and an expert laundry man in charge.
We believe we have the best equipped laundry east of
Portland and we invite your inspection.
Our telephone number is I 70 and a call will bring our
truck to your door.

Your patronage will be greatly appreciated and we will
endeavor to give you first class work and service.

morning,
Five

intoxication.

PEOPLE’S

LAUNDRY

of them were scooped in at one time,
down near the “gulf links” at the foot

joying

HMMUT

WT'li
««
H

“Everything for the farm from Twine to Tractors”

Limerock Street

of Winter street where they were en

I

' Iflh1

McCormick, Deering

Life is constantly confronted with
new Ideas. They must he examined be
fore being accepted. In this ns In
everything else there must be the right
light In which to make the examina
tion. The bright light that makes the
diamond flash destroys the sensitized
plgte. Each must have the light It
needs to meet the thing It was made
for. So each challenging thought must
have Its setting nnd life’s windows are
tiie media through which we see them.
He who knows how to use Ills win
dows can have just the kind of light
lie needs within. He who closes his
windows to the light Is sure to settle
farther aud further Into himself ami
sour In his own stagnation. To live
sweet and fresh lives men must see.
It’s u matter of opening Hie windows.
—Exchange.

awaiting

CAMDEN

Records)

Open Saturday Evenings.

were 12 in

Salesrooms
lel.d Ansel philhrook at
Sin l,.y when the a
stone shed which he lead partly torn
down took lea- and
v. .
completely
destroyed l '"tiler wilh the lumber
which he had loud.
Ii r. nut known
how the fire
niglit..

$85.00

Keep Life’s Windows Open.

GRILL

FIRL AT HURRICANE.
Ill luck o'
Hurricane I

If

you have any objection come and tell

i -

the price will

\
Special Terms of
S 10.00 Cash
Balance 82.00 Per Week

an Experiment.

.............

Until Wednesday

Grafonola at a Special Price of

Their Successful Transmission Has M
Passed Beyond the Range of

AUXILIARY, ATT'ENTION!

ELECTRIC

This $125 Latest Model Columbia

PHOTOS NOW SENT BY CABLE

Congre
all-day

liula Leach

We Offer as a Special Summer Inducement

for World’s Work

J. F. Gregory Sons Company

relatives in Augusta and Portland.
Mrs. Fredonia Cooper and
niece
Evelyn returned from Belfast Satur
day.

Helen

BBURPEE FURNITURE

us about it.

Mrs. W. Y. Fossett.
The Ladies'
Symphony Orchestra
were guests of Mrs. Alina Vinal Smith.
Friday evening at the
Triangle.
A
picnic supper was served.
Mrs. L. R. Smith entertained rela
tives Thursday in honor of her birthday.
She was the recipient of several pretty
gi, s and shower of post cards.
Mrs. Jennie Smith left Saturday for
Rockland.
Mrs. H. I.
Eugley
and daughter
Janice, who have been guests of Mr.
apd Mrs. Fred Brow'll, returned Friday
lo Waldoboro.
Evelyn Arey )> ft
Thursday to at
tend
commencement
exercises
at
Bates College.
She will
also
visit

Every-Other-Day

WOMAN IN HER NEW SPHERE

THREE-TIMEB-A-WEER

Rockland. Maine, June 21, 1821
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle, who on
oath declares that he Is pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of June IS.
1921, there was printed a total of 5866 copies.
Before me,
PRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

1921

a

sun

bath

externally

and

denatured alcohol batli internally.

ec-tt

a

aaaawiiiiiiBiMiMiMiiif!

i

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 21,

Every-Other-Day

1921

Page Three

Calk of the Cm
OOMINB RFIGHBORHOOO EVENT!

June 21 K H. S . '21 benefit dance for new
High School Building, in the Arcade.
June 25- State teachers’ examination, Itock
land High School.
June 27—Chapin (’lass dance in Temple hail.
July 4—Independence Day—celebration in
Bockland.
July 11-16—Community Chautauqua in Rock
Uod.
July 27—Thomaston: Knox Memorial benefit
Aug. 2—Annual Field Day of Knox County
Aug. 3—Thomaston, Baptist church circle
hold their summer sale
0. E. S. at Penobscot View Grange hall.
Aug. 23-26—Field-day meeting of naturalists
at Knox Arboretum.

We wish to announce our Third
Prosperity Sale which proved a
success a year ago. We will hold
this one Saturday, June 25. Watch
The Courier-Gazette for full partic
ulars.
...
•
•
•
•

Five candidates will receive the
Master Mason degree in Aurora Lodge,
Wednesday evening. Light refresh
ments.
Maynard S. Bird & Co. placed a new’
Keo roadster In commission yesterday.
And the smiling pilot is Walter C.
Ladd.

Yesterday’s circus parade, which, by
the way, was an excellent one, with
neatness everywhere noticeable was
witnessed by one of the largest crowds
that Main street has seen for a num
ber of years.

Sixty-two girls and one poor, lone
some boy graduated from Farmington Normal School last week. Knox
county furnished three of the girls—
Helen Bartlett Piper of Rockport and
Celia Hose Jones and Emily May
Muting of Thomaston.
Lieut. Commander Reuben K. Dyer,
who was drowned from his yacht in
Portland harbor Friday had been n
frequent visitor to Rockland. He be
longed to the Naval Reserves, and dur
ing the war commanded a destroyer
in foreign waters.

Mrs. E. K. Leighton, Mrs. Elmer C.
A cablegram announces the arrival
of Miss Gwendolyn Wolfe in Naples, Davis, Mrs. Ira Feeney and Miss
Italy.
The famous tenor, Enrico Frances Bachelder have returned via
Caruso, was also a passenger on the the Green Mountains and White
Steamship President Wilson, and Miss Mountains from a motor trip to Quebec
Wolfe was an interested witness of the and Montreal.
Atherton Weston of Duxbury, Mass., wonderful ovation the singer received
a student at Massachusetts Institute from his countrymen.
Schooner Dorothy L. Brinkman,
of Technology, arrived Sunday, and is
Capt. Nelson, is at New York, dis
employed at the Samoset. He is a son
The Harvey Burns Peasley combi charging boards from Charleston.—
of Mrs. Eva Hall Weston, formerly of nation is furnishing music for dances The new schooner Dorothy A. Maxwell
Rockland.
at Owls Head Inn and Crescent Beach is at Vinalhaven loading paving from
this season. These young musicians the Leopold quarry for New York.
The statement that the city had furnish plenty of “pep,” and the dances
tarred Limerock street was correct so arc very popular.
Frank H. Whitney is building a teinfar as the actual work was concerned,
but the expense was borne by private
The cylinder head to the ammonia 1 porary structure on *the site of Wil
subscription.
plant in the basement of M. B. & C. O. loughby block when- he plans to con
Perry's store blew off yesterday morn duct a bargain store through the sum
J. F. Cooper attended the recent out ing. Arthur A. Clough, who happened mer. handling groceries, candy and a
ing ol' the Maine Life Insurance Sales to he the only employe in that part of variety of other articles.
Congress nt Prout's Neck—thp first the building had his hands and face
event of the kind ever held in Maine. badly burned and was nearly suffo
Isaac L Rosenbloom is about to open
There were about 200 present and the cated before he could reach the open a grocery store at the corner of Leland
apeclal guests were Mayor Clarke of air. It was necessary to get a gas and Granite strets, and is now in Bos
Portland and State Insurance Com mask before the ammonia supply ton on business in that connection.
missioner G. Waldron Smith. A num could be shut off, apt! the Perrys were
ber of prominent speakers were beard able to borrow for this purpose the
F. G. Cleveland has sold his house on
at the banquet, which by the way, was mask used by Armour & Co., who use
! Adams street and bought two houses
a very fine shore dinner. During the a similar refrigerating plant.
off Broadway.
day there were automobile trips to
various (mints.
Edwin Libby Relilef Corps had the
The hours at the City Store, formerly
largest representation at the State
Eminent Commander
George T, convention in Portland last week. The Tuesday and Friday mornings, have
Stewart has asked the Sir Knights of delegates were, Mrs. Rebecca Ingra been changed to afternoons 3.30 to 6 of
Claremont Conimandery to assemble ham, Mrs. Amanda Choate, Mrs. H. of the same days.
at the Temple Thursday morning at 8 C. Clark, Mrs. Woodbury Thomas. Mrs.
o'clock, dayliglit saving, preparatory I. Leslie Cross. Mrs. Henry L. Hig
Sergeant George J. Wood, Capt.
to making the Skowhegan pilgrimage. gins, Mrs. A. H. Neibert, Mrs. Lizzie Ralph W. Brown, Lloyd N. Lawrence
Automobiles will be in readiness.
Mills, Mrs. Benjamin Bartlett, Mrs. and Arthur Lawrence motored to Bos
Hattie Higgins, Mrs. Charles Condon, ton the last of the week and bought
A new linotype machine was hoist Mrs. F. J. Cooper, Mrs. Herbert Hall.
niforms for the National Guard
ed into the second story apartments Mrs. Lewis Simmons, Mrs. Alda Steele, officers.
of The Courier-Gazette Saturday, and Mrs. Ernest E. Knight, Miss May
replaces an old stager which has done Barstow, Miss Katherine Moore, Mrs.
Major Walter H. Butler, recently
duty for many years.
The machine Charles P. Libby and Mrs. Frank appointed to the command of the local
was escorted to its new home by Fred Wheeler. Mrs. Woodbury Thomas was battalion of Coast Artillery Corps, has
M. Blackington and crew without so elected state conductor.
received federal recognition, and is
much as scarring the (mint on the
now a National Guard officer.
building, and was set up by H. G. Cole
Ralph A. Webber of this city, who
and Edwin H. Dickey, who are not went to Texas with a view to prepar
The auxiliary yawl Genevieve, owned
only expert operators, but star ma ing for the practice of law there, con by W. H. Kellogg of Corn Flakes
chinists when it comes to this kind of cluded, instead, to accept a very lucra fame, was in the harbor yesterday.
a job.
tive position with the T. W. Briggs
Company of Memphis. Tenn.. and is
The destroyer William B. Preston
A. M. Young, who has been line fore engaged in commercial advertising. arrived this morning to have a retrial
man for the Central Maine Power Co. He has lately been with Gov. Allen's
on the Rockland course.
the past year, giving most faithful and paper, the Wichita Beacon, in Wichita.
efficient attention to the requirements Kansas and while there was one of the
George Jameson of Glencove. who
of the Knox County Electric Co., has speakers at the annual dinner of the has been hauled up with a turned
been transferred to Augusta, and will Association of Electrical Contractors. arkle, reappeared down street yester
serve as a construction engineer for Mr. Webber gtive a talk on “The day, the arrival of a circus having
the entire system. The promotion is Economic Value of Commercial Ad caused quick recovery.
richly deserved, for Mr. Young has vertising.” The newspapers, spoke in
had a long experience in the electrical very high praise of his address, which
Sparks Circus gave two highly
business, and has always shown a re was featured with glowing headlines. satisfactory performances in this city
markable aptitude for the work. He Mr. Webber went from Wichita to yesterday, and had two highly satis
was 11 years with the New England Little Rock, Arkansas, to join the Ar factory audiences. All of the acts were
Telephone Co. and one year with the kansas Democrat for two months. good, but perhaps those which the
Great Northern Paper Co. He will Since being in the West and South majority of the people enjoyed most
reside in Augusta hut will always have Mr Webber has seen Carpentier work were the Japs and the seals. The after
a warm spot in his heart for Rock out. and says that it would seem al show also drew a big crowd at each
land. particularly when he looks at the most imjtossible to lick him; he saw performance, thanks to the fact that
handsome ring which the Knox Elec “Behave Y’ourself.” a 15 to 1 horse, and" Oliver Hamlin, a local pugilist had
tric boys presented him Saturday from Harry Payne Whitney's Star accepted the challenge of the circus
night. He is succeeded ns line foreman Boarder in Louisville, Ky.; he was in champion. Hamlin stayed the four
for the Knox County Electric Co. by Tulsa, Okla., during the race riot, and rounds each time. The circus "pug”
Harry-Humphrey a 15-year man and from there jumped into the flood worked himself into an apparent fit
likewise an expert. He has been head caused by the rise in the Arkansas of rage, but otherwise was not par
River.
■linesman for the company.
ticularly bloodthirsty.

Tho Ladies Circle of the Golden
Cross will have a public supper,
apron and candy sale, Wednesday,
June 22. Supper will he served from
5 to 7 o'clock and will consist of baked
beans, cold meat, salads, straw
berries and cream cake, tea and tof
fee Price 35c.
72-74

Bird Blanch of the Sunshine Society
will hold a cake and apron sale Satur
day, June 25. at Burpee Furniture
Store afternoon and evening. Public
invited.
73-74

There will be a lawn social and
cooked food sale at the Methodist
Parsonage, 41 Beach street, June 22,
afternoon and evening- Ice cream,
candy, sandwiches and hot chocolate
will be served. Public invited—adv.
73-74
Bluebird Corn packed by Medomak
Canning Co. Try It.
68tf

CAMDEN

CALL AT.

COBB’S
and try their

NEW

DRINKS

FREE ALL THIS

WEEK

,

Atnbrosa Punch, Orangeade, Lemonade, Rasp

berry and Strawberry
One bottle makes a gallon,

add nothing but

water and cool

Cniy 35c a bottle
We havs Native Berries Now
*

. Everything to Eat and Drink

>Q
‘J

The Clean
Store

THEY ALL WERE AMERICANS
Interesting Observations en the Prod
uct of the Melting Pot by
Frederick Palmer.
Where wfere the foreigners? I won
dered as 1 looked at the faces In the
streets upon my return from Europe.
The French, who had heard much of
our polyglotry, asked this question
when they saw our soldiers march
ing along the roads of France.
In
French eyes the men were all of the
type American. Yet they Included for
eign born, as well as sons of every
race In Europe. Frederick Palmer
writes In Harper's.
Are you Americans? their adopted
country asked of them In those trying
days. They gave their answer In sac
rifice at home and in battle, often
fighting against ah enemy of their own
blood. Zalinskls, Einsteins, Schmidts,
Bertellls, Katsanjans won the Distin
guished Service Cross, thrilling oilr
pride with a new sense of nationalism.
Had they now reverted to loyalty to
the lands of their origin? If so, what
had wrought the change in their
hearts?
To my fresh view all the people
were distinctively Americans In garb
and taste; in their complexion, which
our climate so promptly affects; in
their brusque and frank civility, their
Intensity, their pleasures, and their
restless motion.
Later, as I became
settled at home and more discerning,
I might note that this or that person
was of Swedish, Italian, Hungarian
or Slav 3tock.
Then I would see
through the veneer, as 1 was told.
But aren’t most of us—again, not a
new Iden—who are “off the reserva
tion,” of foreign stock? My people
missed the Mayflower and came over
in 1(536. I could not discern that the
descendants of the Pilgrims were more
American than 1 was or than a dark
eyed telephone girl whose father was
an Italian Immigrant.
Not even In the mean streetR did I
find patches. I saw no shriveling ba
bies In emaciated mothers’ arms on
bread lines In Ihe European sense,
though conditions were bad enough
from the point of view of desired
standards which must ever call our
ambition away from stagnation of
“everything Is for the best In the best
of worlds." In place of saloons In
mean streets and average streets, new
stores and restaurants had appeared.
How clean the restaurants were com
pared to those of the same class Ih
Europe? How wholesome was their

atmosphere I

— an investment in pood appearance

H.AVE

you learned to enjoy the com

fort and satisfaction of a Kuppenheimer good
appearance—the lasting satisfaction that
comes from ski led workmanship, master
designing and selected all-wool fabrics.

Make an investment in good appearance today
Splendid suits just

Cool, breeze-sifted two

arrived—them in

piece Air-O-Weaves

our window displays

for hot-weather wear

L E. BLACKINTON
Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Furnishings
*

•—the houtc of Kuppenhcimcr good. dothes
©«. X. A Co.

Miss Harriet Silsby left lqs’ night
for New York, where she vil ipend
10 dqys at the School of Floral 1 sign
ing.

Steamer Castine will be w idrawn
for Friday only from the Ca Jen line
to carry the Commundery M ms from
Belfast to Bangor, June 24.
BORN
Gray—Somerville, Mass., June s. to Mr. and ,
Mrs Weston A. Gray, a dr ,liter—Norma
Frances.
Van Hom—Swan's island. ,'Jone 17, to Mr
and Mrs. William Van Horn, a daughter—
Marion Estelle.

The war against disease Is a world
war. Commerce curries dangerous In
fections, ns well ns goods and ideas.
The health problems of the remotest
land concern all peoples. More and
more, nations are coming to recognize
their interdependence In health ns in
Industry, government, science, and cul
ture. There nre even now foreshadowIngs of world-wide co-operation In com
bating the maladies which have loug
threatened humanity. For this new
campaign lenders nre needed to extend
the frontiers of medical science, to
teach, to organize, to administer.
Demonstrations nre required to con
vince communities and nations that
diseases can he controlled and even
eradicated. The Rockefeller Founda
tion, enlisted for this world-wide cam
paign against disease, Is co-operating
with many agencies In five continents.
Is fostering the growth of Internation
al confidence and good will, and Is
seeking the fulfillment of Its chartered
purpose—"to promote the well-heltfg
of mankind throughout the world.”

The ladies of the Methodist church
will hold un apron sale in the vestry
Wednesday afternoon, when some very
pretty aprons will be on display, also
home-made candies.
The Baptist Woman's Missionary
Society will hold their next meeting
Friday evening.
The Baptist ladies’ circle will meet
in the church parlor Wednesday after
noon.
The regular meeting of Maiden Cliff
Rebekah Lodge occurs Wednesday
evening.
Mrs. Laura Marks left last week for
Gardiner where she will spend the
summer with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Ratcliff
of
South Thomaston have been spending
a few days with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Thompson.
Mrs. Walter Handy has returned to
her home in Waltham after a visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
Bucklin.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. French arc nt
Fuel Oil for Railroads.
The Box, Lake Mcgunticook, for the
The great scarcity of coal has caus
summer.
J. J. Borland and family of Chicago ed the Paris, Lyons, and Medlterm
arrived Saturday at their summer nean Railway company to transform
home. Chauncey Borland is at the some of Its motive power from coal
Edgemoor.
to fuel oil consumption, which Is
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland
about to be followed by the Cbemln
spent the weekend with her parents
de Fer de I’Etat, or atate-owned rail
at Spruce Head.
Eric Ingraham Is employed as clerk way. and engines at Its shops at Salnat Boynton's pharmacy for the sum tes are now undergoing changes for
experimental purposes.
Much after
mer.
The Misses Alden are at their home tion is being directed to the announce
on.Main street for the summer.
ment that the first-named railway
Mrs. Louis Wardwell has returned company is planning to equip 200 lo
from a trip through the Berkshires.
comotives for fuel oil and install nu
Charles F. Saverens and family of
Hartford, Conn., have arrive^ at their merous storage reservoirs of from 40
to 100 tons’ capacity at various points
cottage on High street.
The book “Evcred,” by Ben Ames on Its lines.—Scientific American.
Williams, the scenes in which are
featured In Union, Liberty and the
Every Issuo of The Courler-Oasette
town thereabout, is on sale at the
news stand. Another story by this carries the home news of Knoz county
author, "Miching Malecho," was re
to every State in th. Union and to
cently published in tho Saturday
Evening Post.
many foreign land*,
_______

AUNT ABBIE’S
TEA ROOM
Starting Saturday, June
25, 1921, Mrs. Abbie V.
Clark will open a Tea-Room
at her residence in Tenant’s
Harbor. Light lunches serv
ed during the day.

MARRIED

Hart-Herbert—Rockland, .Tune 20. by Rev. B
Browne, John Henry nar and Kate M. Her- ,
WAR ON DISEASE WORLD WAR P.
bert, both of Rockland.
Foasett-Lucas—Union. June 18? by Rev. G F. 1
Smith, George E. Fossett and Alida M. Lucus I
Health Problems of the Remotest both of Union.

Land Is the Concent of All
Peoples.

ROCKLAND, ME.

DIED
Smallwood—Rockland, June 20, Thelma, I
daughter of Fred and Lutra (Oil) Smallwood,
aged 8 years. 8 months add 11 days. Funeral
Wednesday at. 2 p. oi.Jrom 11 Park street
Levy—Rockland, June U, Rachael, wife of
Abraham Levy.
(Smith—Hope, June 19, Mary L. wife of
Charles E. Smith, ap I 51 years. 4 months, 25
days. Burial iti Ea< Union.
Cobb—Cambridge, Mass, June 19. Lucius E
Cobb, formerly of Rockland, aged 56 years, 4
months, 7 days. Funeral services at Hon
William T Cobb’s esidence 12 Middle streot,
Thursday at 10.3” ... m. Please omit flowers.
CA O OF THANKS.

Mrs. Alice M Wiley wishes to thank her
friends for the kindness to her during her
sickness at tin Silsby Hospital, for the post
curds, letters, ruit, flowers, ice cream and
candy; to Pui m Rebekah Lodge, Miriam Re
bekali Lodge, 1 -can View Grange, to Dr. Silsby
and nurses, a’ the Sunshine Society.
71*

To the Man of the Family
Stay at home some Monday morning and get acquainted with wash
day—Rub and scrub and wring and lift scores of heavy, steaming pieces
of linen.
Wrestle with wash boiler filled with boiling water. Stoop and.
stretch and bend until your back and arms arc breaking. Then perhaps
you’ll understand why mother is not looking so well this summer.

Whet is the use?
Let us do all this work for you and send your wash back sweetr
white and clean, with just a few under things to iron. Try it this week.
She will feel so much better and so will you.
Just ’phone us 650R wc wijl be on the job.
Better put your shirts and collars in dad—Wc fix them up great.
WE WANT A FEW MORE AGENTS IN KNOX COUNTY

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY
MAIN STREET, CORNER WILLOW

ESTABLISHED 1914
WE

KNOW

HOW

For the convenience of out-of-town Customers

Crie’s Wall Paper Sale
Will be Continued all the Week

THE GREATEST SALE OF WALL PAPER
SINCE THE SPEAR FIRE SALE.
$1.75, $1.50 Papers....................... $1.00
$1.00, 90c Papers................................
. ,65c
65c
. ,38c
65c and 50c Papers............ .. .............
38c
. .20c
30c Papers.............................................
20c

$1.25 Papers ....................
85c, 75c Papers...............
45c, 35c Papers...............
25c Papers.........................

................ 85c
................ 50c
................ 25c
................ 16c

A few at 1 2J/2C
Strictly cash. No samples. No returns. All sales final, sold at these prices only with borders as shown.

EDWIN H CRIE CO.
410

MAIN STREET

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 21,

Page Four

That nations are individuals In min
iature has been proven so often that
it has long ago become a truism; but
perhaps it has never been indicated
more effectively than In the present
attitude of the nations of wap-shat
tered Europe toward music.
From
England, France, Belgium and Italy,

LOVE

OF

Community
Chautauqua
Presents

Four Great Speakers
STRICKLAND GILLILAN—America’s
foremost humorist—brings the smiles
and brightens the thoughts with his funlecture, “Just Between Ourselves,” on
the Fourth Day.

LEONORA M. LAKE—known and
loved by everybody as “Mother Lake”—
will give to you her inspirational mes
sage, “The Divine Rights of the Child,"
on the Fifth Day.

SHERMAN ROGERS — lumberjack
orator—the man who writes and talks
straight-from-the-shoulder. “Quit Pass
ing the Buck” has a punch which makes
you think and helps you solve the labor
problem of today. Hear Rogers on the
Second Day.
CHIEF TAHAN—once a savage among
the Kiowas of Texas. His life story is a
thrilling adventure tale. Hear “Up From
Savagery” on Last Day.

OMaa Hear,: I to 3 aid 7 to S P. M.

Mm,

Raild.no. antll 1 A. M. and kF AMatottaaal
TELEPHONES: ItMldooo,, 41-41
IN.
43-11
1

Dr*. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physician*
M UNION STREET. ROCKLANQ, MAINS
HOURS: 3:00 A M. TO 4:SS P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE I3S
1-tf

Hour, 2:00 to 3 :00 P. M. Evonlni, S:3S to 7.SS
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
136-If

Song Hits
A.t40fi (Pucker Up
85c
I..
, .

B. H. KELLER, M. D.

and Whistle (Till the Clouds Roll Bv)
Frank Crumit
Frank Crumit
Nora Bayee

(Nestle in Your Daddy’s Arms

A-3397 Broken Moon
In a Little Front Parlor (On an Old Back Street)
85c

A-3407 Oh, Sweet Amelia
85c
Hortense
A-3408 Sweet Love
85c
She Walksin Her Husband’s Sleep

BIG

EVENTS

75 MAIN

STREET, THOMASTON

Offlco Hour,—Until 9 a. nr; I to 3; 7 to S
Tolophooo 141-3

a.
3 If

Nora Bayes
Frank Crumit
Frank Crumit

Office 400 Main Street, ROCKLAND. MAINE

Van and Schenck

Office Hours, until 9 a. m.; I to 4 A 7 to If. m.

DR. F. B. ADAMS

Van and Sehenek

A-3405 Don’t You Remember the Time?
Grant Stephens and Howar<LMarsh
85c

Campbell and Burr

ft.

OFFICE TELEPHONE. 160-W.
Residence—Mrs. Jennie Bird.

TEL, 166-R.

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
4,7 MAIN STREET
Hear,: , tn 12 A. M.; I to S P. B.
Aooldouoo. 21 Fulton Strnot. Tel. SSl-J.
Offlco Telephone 493-W.

T A WEEK’S VACATION OF FOURTEEN
FOR $2.50

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician

i

Dance Records

The Greatest Entertainment
*

Value in America
85c

Yerkes Jazarimba Orchestra

A-34O3I Some Little Bird.

Community
Chautauqua

36 SCHOOL STREET

■y box-trot.
The Happy Six
Rebecca (Came Back from Mecca). Medley Fox-trot.

A-3404

85c

)

85c

|

Fox-trot.

Coon-Sanders Novelty Orchestra

Mon Homme (My Man) Yerkes Jazarimba Orchestra
Art Hickman's Orchestra
A-3402 Hokum. Fox-trot.
Cherry Cherokee. Medley Fox-trot.

A-3400
Wishing.
85c

English Visiter Finds French Influ
ence, Especially in Architecture.
It used to be said that good Ameri
cans when they died went to Parts.
The Parisian lure no doubt is still
powerful; but every day I should
guess that more of Paris comes to
America.
The upper parts of New
York have boulevards and 'apartment
houses very like the real thing, and 1
noticed that the architecture of France
exerts a special attraction for the rich
man decreeing himself a pleasure
dome.
There are millionaires’ residences in
New York that might have been trans
planted not only from the Avenue du
Bois de Boulogne but from Touraine

Itself; while when I made my pilgrim
age to Mr. Widener's, just outside
Philadelphia, I
found Rembrandt's
“Mill," and Manet’s dead bull fighter,
and a Vermeer, and a little meadow
painted divinely by Coiot and El Gre
co’s family group, and Donatello’s SL
George, and one of the most lovely
scenes that ever was created by Tur
ner's enchanted brush, all enshrined
in a palace which Louis Seize might

night, and the Broadway constella
tions challenge the darkness. New
York leaves Paris far behind. For ev
ery cabaret and supper resort that
Paris can provide New tork has
three; and for every dancing floor In
Paris New York lias 30.
Good Americans, however, will still
remain faithful to their old posthu
mous love. If only for lier wine.—E. V.

Good-Bye.

Medley Fox-trot.

Dreaming.

Medley Fox-trot.

E-71151 ImPress>ons °f Naples. Part 2. Waltz.
g5
(
La Nuova Orchestra di Napoli
(Italian Fox-Trot.
La Nuova Orchestra di Napoli

SOCKLANB, NS.

Uetll S:tt a. a.
2 ta 4 n. a.: 7 ta 9 g.

m.

TELEPHONE ITS

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surseen
i—anpi.

U

X-RAY Operator
EDIIMEH STREET, R0CKLAV*
TELEPHONE 12S
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE

Concert Selections
A-3393 . Humming. Violin Solo.
$1.00
Darling. Violin Solo.

Eddy Brown
Eddy Brown

A-3396 Oh, Promise Me

$1.00

Barbara Maurel
Barbara Maurel

I Love You Truly

A-6184 The Heart Bow’d Down (from “The Bohemian Girl”)
Louis Graveure
$1.50

Louis Graveure

Thy Beaming Eye3

Hulda Lashanska
Oscar Seagls
Oscar Seagls

A-33981 Rock of Ages
$1.00 (Shall We Gather at the River?

Cyrena Von Gordon
Cyrena Van Gordon

Save Money—Buy Now
Columbia dealers have on hand a limited
supply of the latest models of Columbia Grafonolas. While they last, these up-to-date models,
with all the exclusive Columbia modem improve
ments, will be sold for less money than you
would pay for an old-fashioned phonograph.

All Our

C0MPLE7E DRUG ANO SUNORV
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. K00AK8. DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main SL.

Rockland. Ma.

EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.

DENTIST
407 Main St., Rockland, Me.

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA (rtr,l0t,nln, teat*)
GRADUATE HARVAR0 DENTAL C0LLEM ■
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAN*
Spear Block............... Foot of Park Street
OtHpffl Mnvra: Q tn 12: I u R.
TEL. 748-M

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

ARTHUR L. ORNE
New Process Columbia Records. Indi'vidually inspected, durable, delightful,
dependable, accurate in emery detail.

Big Stock of

Insurance
•ataaator to A. J. Lnklaa * ta.
<17 MAIN STREET I ! ; BOCK LANS. MAINS

Standard Models
from 330 up

Columbia

■3 Oak SI

HOLM:

if

$1.00

certain cow, though pastured in bountiful meadows, was
attracted by the more tempting appearance of distant fields.
Shunning the abundance at hand, she wandered afar, always
finding the new spots less appetizing and less plentiful, and
always leaving them untasted for the new fields inviting her on.

DR. LAWRY

The Metropolitan Dance Players

A-3395 Bendemeer’s Stream
$1.00 Flow Gently, Sweet Afton

A

Rockland, Me.
126-tf

A-6185
The Metropolitan Dance Players
$1.25 Where the Lazy Mississippi Flows. Medley Waltz.

78355

The Cow That Starved in Clover

Residence and Office, 268 Main Straat

Office Hourai

Wyoming. Medley Waltz.

Oh, Dry Those Tears

PRICES

DR. J. G HILL

10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.| 8 to > P. M.

Lucas in The Outlook.

have built.
Those small ads in The CourierBut America is still more French
Gazette
are read by every body. That
than this. Her women can not be less
soignee than those of France, although Is why they are so popular and
they suggest a cooler blood and less bring immediate returns.
dependence od male society; her shops
can be as distinguished as those of the
Rue de la Paix and far more costly g
and her bread is better than France's
best. Moreover, when U comes to

71*97

Columbia Saxophone Sextette

Season Tickets: Adults, $2.50; Children (6 to 12), $1.25

TARTS COMES TO AMERICA”

CAMDEN, MAINE

Medley Fox-trot.

Columbia Saxophone Sextette

85c

The Community Chautauqua is to have its regular session in Rockland week of July 1 1-17.

CLEMERET M WALDEN

Fox-trot.

Yerkes Jazarimba Orchestra

1-tf

Chiropody, Manicuring, Shampooing.
Hair Dressing. Head and Facial Treatment
Puffs and Switches Made From Combings.
45 MAIN STREET. PHONE 358-11.
RESIDENCE. 204-11
Office Hours: 12.30 to 6 P. M.
Go Out bv Appointment 8 to 12 A. M.

Ted Lewis’ Jazz Band

A-340I

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Hour, 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Evening, by Aopeintnant
T.laohou 323.

Art Hickman's Orchestra
I'm Coming Back to You—Maybe.

Period Design a
from 3335
up to 33100

New Columbia Records on Sate at all Columbia Dealere
the 10th and 20th of Every Month

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law >
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE

NF.W YORK

431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLAN*. ME.
ralaok-aoa—Offloa.

Growing hunger only spurred her on until finally, exhausted by
it, she fell to the sands of a desert whence she never again arose.

Mwi*. 6A3-W.

Il-M

L. R. CAMPBELL

Guiding Ships Into Harbor.

Acquaintance Limited.
A new clerk in an Anderson depart
ment store was asked by a woman
customer where she might find mosqui
to bar. The clerk, misunderstanding,
answered:
”1 haven’t been here long, so I
don't believe I know where you will
find Miss Kota Barr.”
Then studying a moment, after see
ing the puzzled look of the customer.
She begged pardon and said hurriedly
that the mosquito bar was In the
basement

Offlao: VINAL BLOCK, THOMgWION

Chiropractors

Dear Little Street Back Home

The fight was staged with the ut- I
most magnificence and was opened by j
the entry of two fiery black hulls. The !

Experiments like those which the
navy department is now tnakiug to
ward the piloting of craft into the har
bor appear to be meeting with success.
They are certainly worth making. The
method is a combination of cajde with
wireless guidance.
An earlier check,
the frequent breakage of the cable,
has been overcome.
It only remains
to develop the technique In detail.
Very likely the time will come when
entering New York harbor will be
aimdst as exactly marked a procedure
as driving about the streets In the cen
ter of the town according to traffic
regulations.—New York Sun.

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

Palmar School Graduates
400 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, MAINS

When Queen Victoria of Spain was

Rival of the Potato.
The first carload of American grown
dasheens, introduced into lids country
to supplement the potato, arrived on
the New York market recently, and be
cause of tlie limited quantities shipped
and the demand they sold as high as
15 cents a pound. The dasheens were
grown on the east coast of Florida.
The Trinidad daslieen, which is a
particularly fine variety of the taro,
is one of 46,000 foreign plants intro
duced into the United States by the
Department of Agriculture. It was
brought here in the belief that it would
yield the South a tuber crop which
could be used to supplement the po
tato.
It contains 50 per cent more
protein than the potato, according to
the Department of Agriculture.

II,

Each With a Widely Different Message

Queen of Spain.

Valuable Airplane Device.
Of Jill the inventions conceived dur
ing the last decade, in the hope of de
creasing the landing speed of air
planes, none has promised more in
preliminary tests than a device re
cently evolved by the United States
bureau of standards, says Popular
Mechanics Magazine.
It is nothing
more than a simple, variable-camber
rib, which is used instead of the or
dinary rib, in the construction of one
plane of a biplane, or of the top and
bottom planes of a triplane. One pe
culiarity of construction is that the
nose of this flexible rig is fixed to
the front spar, while the tailpiece is
rigid and slides on the rear spar. Another peculiarity is that the rib struc
ture between the spars is normally
symmetrical, or uncambered, but is
deformed by nonsytnmetrical air pres
sure until it becomes a rib of most
pronounced camber.

Ultll I L a.

CSS la 3:00 and 7:9t t» l:SS a. a.
TELEPHON! 712

DAVis & STURM

See Programs tor Liat of Other Attractions

first bull killed a horse or'two before
it was put to death. The second bull
was then driven about, tortured and
abused, and finally lured directly In
front of the royal box, where a poor
old decrepit horse, blindfolded and
drugged until it was hardly able to
stand, was left.
The bull, stabbed
with a spear, charged the horse, driv
ing its horns again and again into the
wretched beast until it fell, a mass of
horror, to the ground. The queen did
not change color or flinch, although
she must have been sick to the point
of fainting. The populace greeted her
calm with cheers.

office, la Bun stmt. rocklWn*

Columbia
Records

POPULACE

married to Alphonso one of the fea
tures of the weddng festivities was a
bullfight. The bullfight to Spain is
far more Important than the baseball
game of the United States Is to its
citizens, and the very life and soul of
the people Is woven into Its traditions.
The queen, a pretty, young, protected
English girl whose viewpoint of life
was the same as other young girls of
the higher classes of England, was
privately informed that not only must
she attend the fight, but under no cir
cumstances must she exhibit fear or
disgust.

DR. C. D. NORTH
Physician andX Ray Opdkatof
OFFICc HOURS:

But First Bullfight Must Have Been
I
Trying to Nerves of Young

'

Professional & Business Caw

Complete July List
NOW ON SALE

Longing for Sweet Sounds Would
Seem to Indicate That the Na
tions Are Recovering.

WON

Every-Other-Day

f UAUTAUQUft-TlKE 15 WTIOk-TIHL

WHOLE WORLD CRAVES MUSIC

not less than from Germany, Austria
and even Russia, comes the same story
through the mouths of trustworthy ob
servers returning to this country, as
well as through other news channels,
“Europe is mad for music,” they alt
say. “No other words will describe
the craving that has seized these coun
tries for all its forms."
There are
tragedies which at their crudest take
from the individual all solace, not to
mention any delight, in the loveliest
of arts. “I shall hate sweet music my
whole life long,” wrote Swinburne In
the bitterness of disillusionment, and
happy is that human being who lias
not at least once In his life touched
the supreme height of agony when to
hear music is an unbearable thing.
But as with man so with countries in
which disillusionment, far worse than
bereavement, has yet followed close
on its footsteps.
One of the first
signs of an ability to take up life once
more in healthy human fashion. Is a
returning willingness, even a longing,
for the Joys of music.
And When the
flower of charity blooms once more
in the soul laid waste by hatred, mu
sic is not far off, in races as in indi
viduals.—Montreal Herald.

1921

Records

People who shun the stores at home because of the allurements
of those in larger towns often find themselves getting less than
they expected. Get in the habit of seeing your local dealer first.
If he hasn’t what you want, he will gladly get it. You'll be
helping him to serve you better by helping him to make it pay.

Burpee

Colombia Gratonolas

FURNITURE COMPANY

Columbia Records

to be sold at

TRADE AT HOME

AND

•

Attorney at Law
Saaalal Attention tn Probtto Mitten

,71 MAIN STREET :

: ROCKLAN*. MR.

A. C. MOORE
PIANO TUNER
WHk the Maine Ma,It Cnmaear

EDWARD K. GOULD

Reduced

Support- the Town that SupportsYou

Attorney at Law

EVERY DOLLAR

CORNER TILLSON AVE. and MAIN RTRERY

AND CENT HELPS
to build up 9 reserve fund when deposited promptly

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK '

with the Rockland National Bank.

Z

Consider this an

invitation to come in and open an account, or you
can send us your deposits by mail.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
ESTABLISHED 1868

DEPOSITS

$2,284,482.49

Deposits draw interest from first day of each month.
Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
of 4% per annum.

■

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

V.F.STUDLEY

The Rockfand National Bank

ROCKLAND

Rockland, Maine
|I!!I!;i

Jl

MEMBER FEDERAL “RESERVE SYSTEM

:',j!j|

'HEST COLDS
Rub Vicks over throat
and chest until the skin
becomes red — then
spread on thickly and
cover the part3 with a
hot flannel cloth.

Oder 17 Million Jan Usad Yaatig

Dciddys Evening

They All Like It

Through Stress
and Storm

• At\

i

J XZ

By VICTOR RADCLIFFE
<©. 1921, Western Newspaper Union.)

After

all, “it tastes good”

is why everybody likes

GINGER ALE
-’■

Buy it by the case from your grocer or druggist

The Clicquot Club Company, Millis, Mass., U. S. A.

BIRD’S ROOFS

AWAY WITH GUESSING!
rT’HE wrong guess when you buy roof• ing may cost you hundreds of dollars.
It will pay you to see us before you buy. Tell us the
kind of building you’re buying the roof for. Then we
can give you sound advice and save you real money.

Whether you need Bird’s Paroid. Bird’s Art-Craft
(tile or shingle design), Bird s Plain Slate Surfaced, ,
Bird’s American, Bird’s Granitized Roll Roofings or
Bird's Twin Shingles, we can prove to you by ex
amples right here in town that the right Bird's Roof,
in the long run, is the cheapest roof you can buy.
Prices are down. Repairs must be made. Buildings
must be put up. NOW is the time to get busy with
hammer and saw.
BIRO a SON. be. (Ertablathed 1705) Eut Walpole. Mam.

Sold by W. H. GLOVER CO., ROCKLAND

Dairy Supplies
Whether 1 cow or 100: whether i
little 2x4 lawn or vast hay fields,

K&W supplies make your work ever
so much easier.
Ask about separators, churns, testers,
moulds, etc.:>--about haymowers,
tedders, loaders, rakes, etc.

Get our 17S page catalog. Write today.

tCendASl. \
|jfoyinq3ooV'*

Kendall St Whitney, Portland, Maine •• Eat. 1858

1. L. Snow Company
EXPERIENCED

AUTOMOBILE

SPECIAL

REPAIRMEN

MACHINERY
FOR

Reboring FORD BLOCKS and renewing main bearings

EXPERIENCED ACETYLENE WELDERS
6ur

MOVING
ANY-T'ME
ANY-PLACE
ANY-WHERE
We have just put into service a new Packard Three-Ton Truck,
on aient pneumatic tires. We can give you service and sav, you
cratirg, time and money. Latest up-to-date equipment. W, mov,
you anywhere in New England.
Just say "Moving,” we do the rest. We will guarantee you never
had so much pleasure in moving.

H. H. STOVER & CO.
TELEPHONE 219—740.

NIGHT PHONE 743.

MARY GRAHAM BONNER.
—
■ tormohT n vbtun NtWAm umiom ■

Hansom Dacre valued and was
THE CIRCUS PARADE.
proud of his adopted daughter. Ellta.
He had heroine guardian of the or
“We are to lead the parade,” said
phaned girl <if,a fellow physician bethe members of the hand, “and we
•nuse she was homeless, the child of
will play fine mu
two cherished friends, and he found
sic to make ev
that he hud not only secured a loving
eryone feel happy.
and faithful home companion, hut also
“They will be
helpful and Intelligent aid In his
so glad that they
professional duties.
are at the circus
Elita had been brought up amid an
and will say,
atmosphere that familiarized her with
“ ‘There Is noth
medicines and their uses. She was
ing like the circus
ibservant. She got to know the names
after all.’”
and contents of the many phials; she
“And then we
even Interested herself In the eases
will come along,1’
that came up and prepared many of
said the snake
fice prescriptions. Several times she
charmer and tlie
had acted as nurse and had given
fat lady, “and ev
remedies to patients who had called
eryone will say
nt the house while Dr. Dacre was
how queer we are.
absent.
We like that.”
This latter phase came up one day
"And they will
in a signal manner. Next door to the
"We Amuse.”
wonder how I can
doctor's home resided the Ellingtons
swallow the
and Maurice Nagel, a brother of Mrs. sword,” said the lady sword swallower.
Ellington, had been their guest for
"Then we will come,” said the cam
some time. Ellta was startled as the els, “and we will have fine looking
good lady hurst In upon her very much shawls upon our backs and humps.
agitated and alarmed.
We are the Bactrlan camels If any
"It Is about my brother," ahe said. one should want to know and there are
He has been taken quite 111 and needs probably pinny who want to know
a doctor’s care. Can Dr. Dacre come this.”
over at once?”
“Then we will come,” said the ele
“I am sorry,” said Elita, “but Dr. phants, “and beautifully dressed ladles
Dacre has gone to the next village on will ride upon us.”
an urgent case and will not return
“They will ride upon us too,” said
until this evening."
the camels.
Elita listened attentively as Mrs.
“And we will inarch In the.parade,”
Ellington described the condition of
her brother. The latter had been said the clowns, "and as we go about
taken with a weak spell. Ellta anal the ring we will make funny jokes.
yzed all the dptalls given and then, We amuse the people and make them
selecting several solutions from the laugh. Last year we had some visi
medicine chest, decided to accompany tors with us. There was a great tall
her visitor. Once In the presence of man who had made pictures and a
the very presentable young man whom very short man who made pictures
too.
she had met several times, she became
“That is, they drew funny pictures,
absorbed In the case, gained a full
knowledge of his symptoms and his and they knew that visiting us would
tory and ventured to employ some help them to make still funnier pic
allevlants of which she had an inti tures for we are so funny.”
"Ah, hut we will bark and shout,
mate knowledge.
“‘Bow-wow,’” the dogs said. "And
It was no haphazard experiment
that Elita tried. She was gratified to we will wear fine ribbons on our col
note the almost Immediate heneflts of lars and look very much dressed-up.”
“We will march too," said the horses,
the medicines she administered, and
w hen she returned home she studied “and after that we will run races and
up the case from standard honks. a man with a big rope will see If he
When Dr. Dacre returned, she nar can capture us all at one fling.
rated to him all about the Incident.
"We pretend to be very wild. That
Ills eyes expressed the deepest ap is to make the circus exciting, but we
probation.
nren't really wild at all. We’re gentle
“You used great sense and jttdg and kindly and friendly, but it is our
tnent,” he applauded her. “Besides part to act wild sn-wn do.”
that, you have diagnosed the rase
“We will fly about and come back
equal to some standard physician. T lo the lady’s arm who trains us,” said
will see the young man and I enn tell the pigeons. “It is true, she has two
him that you have saved his life.”
arms, and some of us will fly to one
Between them, the doctor and Elita arm and the rest to the other arm.
certainly aided the invalid. A contin But we who are telling you about what
uation of the exigency treatment of we will do will fly to her right arm
the latter led to most beneficial re and so we only spoke of the lady's
sults. Maurice Nagel dally Improved. arm.'
Within a few days he was able tn he
“In the olden days,” said one of the
about again. By the end of a week he elephants, “the circus used to travel
became a regular daily visitor nt the by road. They didn't come by trains
Dacre home, grateful and appreciative and my great grandfather told how
for the beneficent ministration of the he and his friends used to swim the
young lady who had put him on the small rivers when the rest of the
road to recovery.
circus was travelling over the bridges
When he went away, his fervor and they came to, for if they had gone over
kltWIly expressions told of genuine In the bridges, the bridges might have
terest In Elita and she missed him gone through with their great weight.
That is an interesting bit of fam
greatly after he was gone.
e
It was the following early summer ily history.'
When the circus is over the peopie
whpn they met again. It was at an
ocean beach resort, and Ellta was will come and look at all of us," said
amazed to recognize her casual patient another elephant.
“Yes,” said one of the other cam
In Hie strong, healthy young man who
greeted her effusively with an allusion els, “they will all come and admire
to the olden days when they had first us.'
“They will see me," said the Nubian
known each other. Maurice now be
came the dally escort of Ellta along I.ion, “with my handsome big mane
the beach and their friendship seemed and my huge body.’
“And they will see me." said the
tn he apt to lead to a deeper senti
Sable Niger Antelope from Africa
ment.
“He is a grateful fellow and a fine "They will be told
young men,” Dr. Dacre said to Ellta. that I do not
“Every time he and I engage In con make a nice pet
versation he drifts back to your first but am rather
ministrations In his behnlf. He In cross. Still I am
sists that he owes to you all of his worth looking at.
restored health and strength and 1 even if I'm not
much on being a
believe he is right about it."
One day Ellta had gone out in a pet."
“They will
light skiff. The weather was stormy
and quite a distance from shore she speak of my beau
lost control of the frail craft and both ty," said a beauti
oars were sent afloat. Helplessly Ellta ful big spotted
allowed the tossing boat to drift shore Bengal Tiger.
“They will come
ward, tint each moment fearing an
to see us," said
upset amid the turbulent waters.
She uttered a glad cry and waved the Russian
her handkerchief frantically as she Brown Bear, "and
will stand
saw n man leap Into a boat and put I
My
Hind
out from shore. Her boat was now up on my hind
Legs.”
caught in the irregular swell of the legs and look at
I
waves and engulfment menaced mo them out of the
mentarily. Then, as the shore boat bars of my cage. Of course I will
approached more closely, EIHr recog look at them with my eyes but I will
nized in the sturdy rower the man she look through the bars pf my cage all
had learned to love and who so signal the same."
"And they will feed us peanuts,'
ly niilt'd her at a vital moment In her
said the elephants, “and they will
destiny.
“O,h. I an, so glad!” she cried as the laugh as they see us wave our heads.
runnning craft grazed her own and The peanut man will tel! them that
strong arms lifted her to comfort and the elephants can be fed at this time,
and then he will make money selling
snfety.
“I did not recognize von at first," his peanuts and we will be fed."
But It was time for the parade to
answered Nagel, and there was a
tremulous quaver In his voice. "Oh. start, so they followed the band, ano
then, how fervently I cherished the all the people who saw them clapped
strength that your kind ministration their hands.
gave me last summer. Miss Dacre.
Elita. aside from that the love I hear
for you Infused me. Yes. I must say
that, for mv heart ts full of it. Shall
w e return to shore pledged one to
the other? Speak the words that will
make me a happy man. Indeed I"
Life for life, love for love,- they
realized that fate had destined that
thus they should meet again, with no
shadow of the fnrlhe’ parting.
Accidents Late

in the

Day,

Dr. E. Gutb of Berlin proves by
stntlstlcs In the Zentralblatt filer
Gewerbehygiene. that accidents occur
more rreqr.ently In the last working
hours, being also of a more serious
nature. Considering this Incrense In
accidents, nnd the decrease In work
done during the last working hours,
he concludes that not only workmen,
but also employers have Interest In re
ducing the number of working hours.

BACK BAD TODAY?
Backache is usually kidney-ache and
makes you dull, nervous and tired.
Tse Doan's Kidney Pills for weak kid
neys—the remedy recommended by
your friends and neighbors. Ask your
neighbor.
John Small, 558 Main St.. Rockland,
says:' "I have suffered considerably
from bladder trouble.
Aly complaint
was mostly from my kidneys and I
was obliged to get up several times
during the night to pass the secretions.
My back for the last two years both
ered me a lot and there was a deep
seated pain in the small of it. I could
hardly stand up at times. 1 saw Doan's
Kidney Pills advertised and got a box
at the Kittredge Pharmacy.
Doan's
crtainly In-ought quick relief, after
using one box. I can’t speak too high
ly of them."
Mr. Small gave the above statement
October 27, 1916 and on August 27, 1920
he added: "I haven’t changed my
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills since I
publicly recomended them about four
years ago. Doan's benefited me won
derfully.”
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
Co.. Alfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

Sold only

by dealers

give tire mileage

at the lowest cost
in history

HERE’S NEW FREAK IN ART

30 x 31

Painter Said to De "Doing” the Faces
of His Patrons in Green
Color.

I understand that an nrtlst has
swept all the other idols of the art
world into the gutter. He has pro
vided the many people who depend for
social success on the gush of the
pseudo-enthusiast with a new lease of
life, says a writer In London Sketch.
It seems easier to attain a success
of this sort in the picture world than
in music or literature. All have their
Bunthornes, of course, but studios and
picture gnllerles are stuffed with es
thetic shams.
This man hit upon a very simple no
tion. He painted the faces of his por
traits green. Nobody In this world, so
far as I know, ever yet painted por
traits of living people with green faces.
Why not? Were they afraid the sub
jects might not like it? But they had
merely to choose the right subjects.
Did they suppose there would he no
public for pictures with green faces?
Well, there Is now, at any rate.
"People stand In front wondering
what they are all about.”
This reminds me of a young woman
who protested that the only author she
could “stand" was Henry .lames. To
“stand" nnd to “understand." you see,
are very different things. This class
of enthusiast does not want to under
stand. They love to wonder what it
is all about, like a small child peering
nt the works of a watch. You would
not, expect a baby to discuss the
merits of a watch.

F

TIRES

NON-SKID

RED-TOP

$15.00 $22.00

A New Low Price on a
Known and Honest Product
H. H. STOVER & CO.
30x3'i,

DISTRIBUTORS
SPECIAL PRICES ON FORD SIZES
$22.50
30x3,
Less 10% Cash Discount.

NOW WAREHOUSES ON WATER
Japanese Said to Have Evolved a
Scheme That Is Ingenious and
Profitable as Well.

HIGHER

IDEA

IN

EAR OIL .

A Horse! A Horse!
My Kingdom For a Horse!

$19.50

Heavy Red Tubes.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland

for

Augusta. A J7.00ii. in 17.30 a. m.,tl.l0 p. in.
Bangor. A{7.011 a. m.. 17 10a. ni . tl lOp in
Haiti. A {7.00 a in.. (7.30a. in.. (1.10 p 111 . tl 21
/.. in . A 5 1.30 p. 111.

Il.isloll . AI7 00U in (7.30a in . 1t.IOp.ni.
Ilrunswick. A 57.00 a.m.. t7.30 a m.. 11.10 p. in..
11.25 p. tn.
Izwiston. A|7.00n. in., 17.30 a. tn.. *1.10 p. tn.
New York . tl.25 p. m.

I’.irllainl. A57.OOa. m., t7.:i0 a. in.. 11.10 p. tn.j
11.25 p. nt.
Waterville. At7.00a.ni . 17 30 a. m.. tl lllp in.
Woolwich. {7.00 a.m.. 17.30 a.m.. tllOp. m..
1.25 p. in.. {1.301> m.
Daily, except Sunday.
5Sunday only.
\ I’.t ..enters provide own Ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.

H. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
12121 V. I’. & Gcn’l Mgr. Gcn'l Passenger Agt.

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE
SUMMER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIPS BELFAST AND CAMDLN
Lekvc Rockland da ifir* except Sunday at 8
p. in (Rt«"id*ird Time) for Boston
Lpave Rockland daily except Monday at 5
in. (Sutudnid Time) for Camden, Belfast,
Bucksport. Tnierport and Bangor.
Return : Leave Boston daily except Sunday
at « p m (Daylight Saving Time) for Rock
land, Bangor and way landings.
Leave Bangor dklly except Sunday «l 2 p
„j (Standard Time) for Winterport, Bucks
port. Belfast, Camden. Rockland and Boston
Landing will be made at Northport commenc
ing June 21.
Commencing July 3, service will be dally in
cluding Sunday each dlreotlon.

BAR HARBOR LINE—BLUE HILL LINE
(Standard Time)
Commencing June 8. leave Rockland daily
except Mondays at, 5 a in. for Bar Harbor,
Bine Hill and way landings. Return
Leave
Bar Harbor daily except Sunday at 1 p. m ,
Blue Hill 12.30 p tn. for Rockland and way
landings
Commencing July 3, service will be dally
In each direction
4^
At Boston, connection is made with the Met
ropolitan Line passenger ami freight steamers
for New York via (’ape (’od Canal.
F S SHERMAN. Supt. R S SHERMAN, Agent
Rockland, Maine.
Rockland. Maine.

Vinalhavcn and Rockland

CHIVALRY

Steamboat Co.

Lover of Today Is the Man Who Can
Make Little Sacrifices for
The direct route between
His Adored One.
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVLN. NORTH HAVEN,

When the feminists prepare a primer
for the propagation of the new Idea
In chivalry Sir Waller Raleigh will not
he shown spreading s red velvet cape
before the queen with hair and tem
per to match.
He will be depicted
robed in a bungalow apron, washing
the dishes for a spouse not recorded
in history, but who must bo Injected
Into the scene to offset the pernicious
Elizabethan stuff.
Wonderful lovers are fine In roman
tic fiction, but when it comes to life
in a Harlem flat or a Greenwich vil
lage studio, Mary Fisher Torrance,
magazine writer, humorist, suljrage
lender and Barnard graduate, roots
for the husband who breaks down tra
ditional labor leagues and performs
DON’T
the nocturnal china ablutions, says the
Sun and New York Herald.
"Any right-minded limn who marries
Added Excitement
a college girl or a woman in the pro
Jimmie—Maw, will you have paw
fessions knows that she cannot en
buy us a houseboat to live iu, just like
thuse over scouring the kitchen sink
the Jonses?
any more than he could, nnd that she
Mamma—Why, what's the idea?
can get no more inspiration than he
We own this home don't we?
can from cleaning the gas range.
Jimmie—But think, Willie Jones can
fish off his hack porch and go swim
"It Is Just dirty, grubby, disagree
LEONARD
able work, and when sometimes in
ming whenever he wants to, and still
be around home.
these days of servant rebellion help
cannot he procured nt any price it be
RELIEVES DEAFNESS and
hooves the husband to pitch in nnd
8TOPS HEAD NOISES. Simply
go 50-30 by getting the pesky little
Rub it Back of the Ears and
routine tasks out of the way ns
Insert in Nostrils. Proof of suc
cess will be given hr the druggiit.
soon as possible," said Mrs. Torrance.
“Tn me the higher expression of
A. 0. LEONARD. INC.
chivalry Is a man's performance of
70 5th Ave.. New York City
Cried Richard HI., Forgetting That an
the dull, disagreeable chores, which
Store, Cor. Main and Limerock Streets
For sale In Rockland by Corner Drug
Advertisement In the Local Paper
every one of us wants to shirk, hut
which he does to save a woman from
Would Bring Immediate Results.
doing them.
And It Is the better
Patronize Our Ad Columns Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette class, educated, cultivated man who
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State In the Union and to Is the first to do those things for his
IT PAYS
wife when she Is without help."
many foreign lands.

DO
THIS!

$27.50

Reduction on all styles and sizes

The time may probably conic when
the land is overcrowded and people
LET THEM START IN EARLY begin to live on water. Then we slmll
be building floating skyscrapers and
Here’s a Writer V/ho Advocates Hav- aquatic par's At any rate, congenial
Japanese have already launched a
ing the Children Select Their
scheme which In the opinion of the
Vocations When Young.
projectors hits many birds by one
We heard (he other day of a child stone. The scheme is the creation of
who had begun to write poetry at the what is called floating wn rehouses.
age of five. It must he quite a shock During the war Japan Inillt many
to the parents to realize so soon that good-sized wooden ships to aid in the
their hope and pride will never have transportation of the allies' goods.
After the war these ships were dis
to worry over an Income tax blank.
On the other baud, finding out the missed from the service, and since
truth early in life will save them many then lay idle lr, harhors unable to ob
disappointments and considerable ex tain cargoes due to post-war slumps in
pense. They can begin at once to save shipping.
Taking advantage of this circum
money by sending the child to the
stance, a group of men organized a
tin rhr r's.
The child ought to he very easy to concern called the Marine Warehouse
amuse. Give it a piece of paper nnd company, with a capital of 10,000,000
a pencil, and let It rave. For if a yen; bought the wooden ships and
child begins to lie n poet nt the age started a floating warehouse business.
of five, it stanza reason that the child The company Is now engaged in es
will go. from had to verse. There is tablishing eight floating warehouses of
nothing that parents can do with a 1,000 tons each in the harbor of Kobe.
The ships are to he attended by three
horn poet hut admit It.
In some respects It would he an ad launches of 1,000 tons capncity each.
vantage to the human race if all The nqnnt|c warehouses, being exempt
children Indicated their future career ed from extortionate rent and taxes,
at thn age of five. There would he and largely free from tlie danger of
fewer plumbers trying to play the pi tire, In addition to tunny peculiar ad
ano, and fewer ribbon clerks trying to vantages consequential to their mova
ble character shall he nh|p. It Is
win lawsuits.
,
A child who, nt five, smashes every claimed, tn carry on the business nt a
thing in sight ought to be trained for much lower rate with greater facility,
Wall street, and one that seemed In providing a formidable enemy, In the
clined to swallow everything should future, of their terrestrial cousins.—
make a good congressman.—Chicago East nnd West News.
Herald and Examiner.

Doctors for Bees.
When a hone)’ bee staggers around
holding his head and staring despond
ently into space he may be suffering
from Influenza, dementia precox or any
one of a dozen other physical nnd men
tnl disorders. At any rale he needs
quick medical attention. He Is getting
II iu tlie honey-producing regions of
Manitoba. Canada. Bee experts say
that the province will pour a river of
honey on the world’s pancakes this
year and that the big production Is
due almost entirely to the elimination
of bee diseases. Last year's average
of approximately 65 pounds to the hive
is expended to he materially increased
by the hundreds of large apiaries scat
tered throughout the province.—Brook
lyn Engle.

CORD

STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT AND
SWAN'S ISLAND

Commencing THURSDAY. MAY 26. 1921.
Sloanier will leave for Vlnalbaven, at 9 30
M arul 3 p M.
For North Haven. Stonington and Swan's
Island at 1 30 P M.
(Standard Time)
W S WHITE.
General Manager.

A

NOTICE
STEAMER •CASTINE”
Will be kept running on the
CAMDIN. WEST ISLESBORO ANO BELFAST
LINE
Year Round Service, Standard Time
Leaves Camden every morning on arrival of
electric car from Rockland at 8.00 A. M., Sun
day excepted.
Returning, leaves Lewis Wharf, Belfast, at
1 3b I’ M for West lsiesboro ami Camden, ar
riving at 3 45 in lime for the car for Rockland.

Belfast. Me.

COOMBS BROS.

Manager*

14-tf

ROCKLAND
LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
—HAS PAID—

5/2% DIVIDENDS
SINCE 1907

Shares in the 68th Series now on sal,
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

Office 407 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

L. W. BENNER
—DEALER IN—

All Kinds of Real Estate
2 NORTH MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 233-J.

41 tf

I
'b*

*
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*

__
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Every-Other-Day

IS GRANDEST IN

Mrs. P. F. Armstrong, who has been
WORLD, SHE SAYS
the guest of Mrs. B F. Frye for a few
days motored to Union Friday where
she will visit her sister Mrs. Edna
Spear.
Manchester Woman Tells of
John Creighton is home from Dart
mouth.
Wonderful Results Three
Frank Collamore is moving into- tlie
Copeland house on Knox street, re
Members Of Her Family
cently occupied by Henry Staples.
Ii. F. Frye left Monday on a business
Obtained.
trip to Lewiston and Auburn.
There will be a special meeting of
the Ladies' Circle Wednesday after
noon between the hours of two and
“Tanlac is one of the grandest modi
four at the home of Mrs. Fred Swift,
cine in the world, or it couldn't make
a large attendance being desired
Dr. C. Harold Jameson left Saturday a person my age feel as well as I do
for Bar Harbor where he will be a now and. besides, it has helped my two
member of the Bar Harbor Hospital
daughters wonderfully," said Mrs.
staff this summer.
Ralph Oxton and Alfred Strout left Thophil Pilotte, of 338 Bartlette street,
by auto Monday for Sharon. Mass., Manchester, N. H.
where they will visit a few days with
“For ten years I had scarcely any
Miss Martha Strout.
appetite and what little 1 did eat fer
Webb Patterson is visiting his
mented and bloated me until I suffered
mother Mrs. Emma Patterson.
George Coiince is driving a new for hours. I suffered from constipation
Haynes touring car.
all the time, nearly always had a dizzy
Kenneth Jones and bride of Whitins
headache and often felt like I was
ville who arrived in town Saturday
'are spending a week at the Simpson going to faint. I also suffered with
rheumatism in my back and legs and
cottage, Gay’s Island.
Miss Helen Taylor returned last was so nervous 1 could never go to
week from a ten day visit in Stoughton.
sleep until almost time to get up, and
She was accompanied by her cousin,
then would feel completely worn out
Miss Marjorie Ewing.
Mrs. Jennie Hooper and Mrs. Warren all day.
Davis of Port Clyde are visiting Mrs.
"Well. I just thought my age was
l,eitha Thompson.
against me. as I am now seventy four. .
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Clark and little and that I would never be well again.
daughter Ruth of Port Clyde spent But after seeing how Tanlac built up'i
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Clifford my two daughters I decided to try it, |
A. Clark.
and no one can understand the sur
Mrs. Marie Singer. Miss Mabelle prise aiijj joy when it began to help
Brown, Miss Clara Spear, Miss Chris me as though my age didn't make a!
tine Moore and Capt. Earl Brown bit of difference. I have taken three |
motored to Portland Monday. C.ijit. bottles now, am eating wonderfully
Brown proceeds to New York and the without suffering, scarcely feel a pain
other members of the party return to- I of any kind, no longer have consti
day.
pation, sleep like a child nights and
•Hr. and Mrs. Maurice Sullivan of always get up feeling refreshed and full
East Boston are making an extended of energy. We just can't express the
visit with Mr. Sullivan's sister. Miss gratitude and praise we owe this
El> n Sullivan.
grand medicine."
Mrs. Edith Beverage has returned
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor
from a visit inLitchfield. Her brother
ner Drug Store: in Washington by F.
is making a visit here.
L. Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Creighton and
Hopkins; in Vinalhaven by F. M.
children spent the weekend at Gay’s
White; in South Thomaston by L. O.
Island.
Hanley, and by the leading druggists
Mr. and Mrs- A. W. Peabody and son
in every town.
Stephen spent Sunday at Monhegan.
Miss Helen Jameson is taking a ten
day trip through the thousand Islands. brother Charles Smith of Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shorty went
Miss Lampe Makinen of South
to Augusta Monday.
Thomaston spent the weekend with
Mrs. Samuel Keed went to Boston Miss Ellen Harjula.
Monday night. accompanied by her
Rev. Charles Lowell of Monticello
was a guest of Mr. and Mrs Clayton
Oliver Friday and Saturday.
Miss Sadie Oliver came from Bucks
port Seminary Friday', accompanied
Thomaston
by her friend Miss Betty McGutfie who
proceeded to her home in Swan's
Island Saturday.
SPECIAL
Prof. Vlric Dahlgren of Princeton
University, called on Clayton Oliver
FINE BLEACHED COT
and Herbert Miller last week.
TON, per yard............ 15c
Miss Esther Wyllie is home from
LOCKWOOD A.......... 15c Gorham.
A Ford recklessly driven ran into
LOCKWOOD B.......... 13c the rear of another auto while de
scending Lovejoy hill yesterday, and
was practically demolished.
One of
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
the occupants was badly cut, but his
injuries were not serious.
CORSETS,, Special at..........$1.00
D. H. Strout of Lawrence and Bel
fast spent lastweek with Mr. and Mrs.
Athletic Corsets, Girdle $1.25-2.25
Percy Demmons.
Alvah Spear spent Saturday in
PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
Vinalhaven calling on friends and also
Your friends and relatives are
attended Pomona Grange.
still waiting for your photograph.
-Mr. and Mrs. Webb Clark. Mr. and
Appointments made day or evening.
Mrs. Chester Woodcock, and Miss Julia
Woodcock motored to Ldgecomb re
Enlarging, Framing and Films
cently.
Finished.

Pillsbury Dry Goods Go.

PHONE 33-11

ROCKPORT

I

WALL PAPER

Marston Crookcr of Winchester,
.Mass., and Elmer Grave's of Medford.
Mass., have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Belyea for a few days.
Mrs. Lauson Hyde and sons Robert
and Harold of Lawrence, Mass., are
guests of Mrs. Hyde's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William A. Paul.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Avery left
Saturday for Bath where they will be
guests of relatives. Mr. Avery who for
the past year has been Principal of the

STILL the most
satisfactory wall
COVERING

W. P. STRONG
Watchmaker and Jeweler
THOMASTON, MAINE

t.s.

Paint Time

Spring Time

WOOLSEY’S STANDARD
A LEADER FOR OVER FORTY YEARS

BEST HOUSE PAINT

Standard
Mixed Paint

LINSEED OIL

OLD PROCESS WHITE
LEAD, SELECTED ZINC
With necessary colors and

dryers is what

it contains.

Quality Guaranteed

Formula has stood the U. S.

$3.30 gal.

Government and Master Paint

ers Tests.

FOR SALE BY

Dunn & Elliot Co.

WANTED

Foot

MOWERS

Manufactured by John Deere Plow Co.

$78 EACH
New York Champion

HORSE RAKES

DODD & STRUTHERS

LIGHTENING

PROTECTION

A. T. NORWOOD
WARREN,
B9-77

_

_

_

_

MAINE

For the Summer

WILL OPEN OUR HOUSE

Summer Cottages and Board

JUNE 28, 1921

NOW is the time when people are laying
summer vacation plans
The Courier-Gazette
suggests that owners of cottage property, to let
or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
nnounce the fact under this heading, where ll
will be read all over New England.

MRS. H. F. ROBERTS
OWLS HEAD ROAD
Leave Address at THIS OFFICE
73-76

TO LET—Fine seven-room cottage, water
front, electric lights, live storage for autos
GEORGE A. TARR. Rockland, Maine. Box 245.
71-tf
TO LET—Cottages to let at Mirror Lake.
Coojieis Beach and Crescent Beach b.v the day,
week or month. II. A. ROBBINS, 24 Tillson
Avenue.
70-77

JUNE 23-24-25, Tlturs., Fri.. and Sat?
The Best Yet. More Items, Larger Quantities and Lower
Prices Than Ever. Read Every Word and

Come In Every Day.
4 prs. Children’s 39c fine ribbed
Hose, black, white, brown.............. $1.00
Ladies and Gents’ Umbrellas.......... 1.00
8 yds. 20c Crash.................................. 1.00
Ladies’ Robes, lace or Hamburg
trimmed, some with colored em
broidery ............................................ 1.00
Voile Waists.......................................... 1.00
2 pr. Ladies Black SilkHose............ 1.00
6 yds. HandsomePlaid Gingham. . 1.00
1
1
1
1

7l yds. good quality White Dam
ask ......................

PINK ENVELOPE CHEMISE
BLOOMERS to match
both for ...........................

and

1*4 Vds. Seamless Sheeting 2%
yds. wide ............ ............................ 1.00
5 yds. Curtain Scrim . . . . ............... 1.00
8 Huck Towels ... .,........................ 1.00

8 yds. Fast Color Chambray Gingham,
pink, blue, lavender, tan or
green

$1.00

$1.36
All for ............................. .......... 1.00

$1.50 White Petticoats......................
10 yds. Unbleached Cotton, 36-in..
5 yds. Outing.......................................
4 yds. 32-in. Bates Gingham............
4rolls 35c Batting................................
3 large Turkish Towels......................
4 yds. Endurance Cloth......................

WANTED—Summer boarders at “Rockledge
Inn,” Spruce Head, Me
Rales reasonable.
For information address MRS. T. L. MAKER.
Tel 21-15.
68tf

FOR SALE —Two furnished summer cottages, 8
and 9 rooms, at Owls Head, Me Fine loca
tion: price low; terms easy. B. F. HUSSEY.
28 Church Street, Everett, Mass.
44*82

1.00

$1.00

lare;e size Turkish Towel . 75c
Turknit Face Cloth......... . 15c
Mavis Talcum Powder. . . 26c
Toilet Soap........................

TO LET—Furnished cottage at Crescent
Beach
Eight rooms. MRS A J. MOODY,
438 Old County Road, Rockland. Tel. 645-12.
69*74

FOR SALE--Strip of land running from the
town road to Georges river. Beautiful loca
tion for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and
bathing facilities.
Inquire MISS EVA K
TORREY, Tenant’s Harbor.
32*tf

WANTED
STITCHERS
On Power Machines

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND
68tf

For Sale
FOR SALE—1’. acres of standing grass, also
two cows. .1, C. INGRAHAM. West Meadow
road.
74*76

Lost and Fointft

FOR SALE—Dry hard wood, 4 foot $12 00
LOST—Dn Main Street Saturday evening
Sawed stove length $13.50. Fitted $15 00
RANDALL JONES. Rockland R. F D or Tel. Gold Cuff Button with initials H B. Return
169-33.
74*76
to THIS OFFICE
LOST Thursday afternoon on car from
FOR SALE—Babv carraige in good condition
20 ORIENT STREET.
74*76
Camden, purse containinp small sum money.
Please leave nt THIS OFFICE.
73*7-5
FOR SALE Dry, hard, soft and mixed wood,
all fitted.
Apply E L. FASSETT, West
LOST—-Sunday, Juno 11. between Eric HarMeadow Road. Tel. 23-12.
73-75
jula’s and the ’Keag, all wool striped t»n
shawl, rilrlions on sides. Notify ERIC HAR
FOR SALE Boats: 20 ft. power boat with JULA, Thomaston, Me , R F. D._______
engine; II ft row boat; 10 ft skiff; 14»£ ft.
FOUND On the shore of Little Deer Isle. 14
double ender, all new
FRANK A JOOST.
Carpenter end Boat Builder, 737 Main Street. foot dory or thereabouts, containing one broken
oar and one seat. Property now at Vinal
Telephone- 115-W.
73-78
haven
Owner can have same^ by proving
CAPT. E^ E.
FOR SALE—Cabin cruiser, length 27 ft. 4 ft. property and paying for ad
72-74
7 in beam. 7 h p, single cylinder, engine good EATON, Schooner “Carrie May.”
condition; 1 inch cedar planking, % hard pine
deck. Will sell very low for cash. GEORGE
E. ALLEN, Tenant's Harbor, Me. Tel 9-21.
Wanted

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

WANTED—Tenement of 5 rooms in good lo
TOR SALE A fourteen room 1 ’L story house calitv for elderly lady and daughter. Address
72-75
in South Thomaston village.
Large barn and “D.“ this office
shed attached.
Most desirable place in the
WANTED-Table girl and dish washer at
village for permanent or summer residence.
73-tf
Large lot a tout one acre. Sixteen apple trees. once’ at TRAINOR’S RESTAURANT
Well in the ham
Price $1300
A bargain
1.00
4 Ladies Summer Vests.................
WANTED
-Ca
renter
work
of
all
kinds.
L E. FOGG, South Thomaston.
73-73
FRANK A. JOOST. Carpenter and Boat Builder,
3 pr. Ladies’ black or white Lisle
737
Main
Street
Tel.
115-W
73-78
FOR SALE—Town residence. 1 minute from
Spruce Head postofilce. overlooking harbor and
1.00
Hose.................................................
WANTED A middle aged woman for general
island One acre of land, house of ten rooms,
with stable. All in good repair. A bargain housework or a girl that wants a good home.
Black and colored Petticoats, val
if sold at once. H A. ROBBINS, 21 Tillson MRS RICHARD F SMITH. Ingraham Hill.
Tel 427-M
73-tf
Avenue.
72-80
ue $1.50, $1.25..............................
5
Ibs.
PERCALE
FOR
WANTED 1 will pay fair wages and give a
FOR SALE-Rifling wagon, grocery wagon good home to middle aged woman who will
4pr. Ladies’ Cotton Hose, black or
and sleigh
All In good condition. Will b< keep house for me and invalid wife; no hired
PATCH WORK..........
sold at a bargain Inquire of E. C. PAYSON help. State age and wliges. Address O It
brown..............................................
Rockland. Me., or 420 Old County Road. 72-74
KEENE. Liberty, Me.
73*76
4 Banda Brassieres..........................
FOR SALE—Horse, 9 years old, 1400 lbs,
WANTED—Men or women to take orders
6
yds.
Linen
Crash
Remnants
..........
1.00
sound and good worker. C. E. GROTTON, among friends and neighbors for the genuine
8 yds. Unbleached Shaker Flannel.
Rockport, Me.
72-74
guaranteed hosiery, full line fir men. women
2 pairs Ladies' Pink Bloomers.......... 1.00
children. Eliminates darting
Wc pay
FOR SALE Cabbage plants. Copenhagen Flat and
75c an hour spare time, or $36 00 a week for
All colors in Silk Poplins, I yd......... 1.00
Dutch, world’s beater; Danish bald head Ap full
time Experience unnecessary. Write IN
ply PALADINO BARBER SHOP, over Burpee TERNATIONAL STOCKING MILLS. Norris
2 Ladies’ Union Suits........................ 1.00
Furniture Store
72*74
town, Pa.
58Ttf
LADIES’ WHITE GARL R
FOR SALE—Good driving horse
Boys’ Heavy Blue Drill Overalls. . 1.00
BADINE DRESS SKJRTS
A ,VV
WANTED-Timber and wood lots
Let us
72*75
CAMPBELL, 375 Main St. Tel 174-J.
know what you have to sell II A. ROBBINS,
5yds. Best Quality 27-in. Gingham. 1.00
72-77
FOR SALE—Good Holstein cow, fresh, I 24 Tillson Avenue.
years old. S. H DOE. Tel. 569-M.
72-tf
WANTED Small rent for elderly lady and
Envelope Chemise, $1.50 value... 1.00
72-75
1 % yds. Bates Turkey Red DamFOR SALE—Magunc’s American Beauty (laughter. Address “D.” this office
Aster Plants, 33c per doz. C. L. MAGUNE,
WANTED—Crocheters on infants’ bootees.
1.00
Thomaston, Me
72*74
Task ...................................................
Good pay. Postage paid both ways CRES
2 BUNGALOW APRONS, sold only
FOR SALE—-Pips, six to eight weeks old CENT (ROCHET WORKS. P. O Box 490,
3 prs. Boys’ Heavy Ribbed Hose;
72*74
with other goods 2 to a
H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain St.. Camden Madison Square Station. New York
72*74
50c quality....................................... 1.00
WANTED In order to take care of our
customer .............................
FOR SALE A bargain, seven passenger rapidly growing business, we want to list 25
Cuff & Collar Sets............................. 1.00
Studebaker in pood condition. MRS. E R or moro farms at once anywhere in Knox
EDWARDS. 70 Cedar St. Tel. 332-5.
71-tf county. Wo also are taking on cottages, shore
property, city real estate and timberland LEON
72x90 Sheets ............................
1.00 5 yds. Dark Percale, best quality. . 1.00
FOR SALE—6-cyllnder Kissel Kar Sedan, In C FISH. Manager E A. Strout Farm Agency,
3 yds. Plisse, blue, pink or white. . . 1.O0
71-tf
fine condition, or will trade for real estate or largest in the world.
2 extra size Heavy Turkish Tow
smaller car. II. B. KALER, Washington, Me
WANTED—Salesman fqr Vinalhaven. Small
69-74
4 yds. Creton.......................................... 1.00
bond required GRAND UNION TEA CO , 241
els 46x23 ......................................... 1.00
68-74
FOR SALE—Small farm, about 70 acres, Congresa St, Portland, Me.
4 yds. 36-in. Indian Head, linen
plenty
cf
wood
and
lumber,
one-half
mile
from
5yds. Lonsdale or Berkley Cambric 1.00
WANTED—Girl for general housework MRS.
School
and
church,
ideal
place
for
a
man
with
1.00
finish .........................................
66-tf
limited capital. If you are looking for a good W. A GLOVER. 18 Grove St.
Elastic Belt Aprons and Dust Caps 1.00
home within your reach investigate this. Ap
WAAITEO—A waitress Apply at the BEE
ply
in
person
only
to
H.
B
KALER,
Wash

HIVE. Limerock street.
59-tf
6 yds. Percale, dark or light............ 1.00*
ington, Me.
69-74
WANTED -Your property to sell. I have
LADIES’ BLACK HOSE
6 yds. Long Cloth............................... 1.00
FOR SALE—New and second hand l»oots. customers for all kinds of property. R U.
shoes, clothing, hardware, dishes, musical In COLLINS. Real Estate and Insurance, 375 Main
8 pairs.................................. *
8 yds. 49-in. Unbleached Cottbn.. 1.00
struments and furniture C. T. BRAGG. 610 S’reet Tel 77
32-tf
Main St.
69tf
WANTED 35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
FOR SALE—Dort Touring Car, 1920 model. and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN 8.
in good condition. Enquire at 12 MYRTLE RANLETT. Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14
10-yd. piece COTTON
15tf
Children s Night Robes, 2 for.......... 1.00
68tf
St
WANTED—Chets, cooks, waitresses, cham
DIAPER, 1 piece to a
Children’s Black Ribbed Hose. 6 prs. 1.00
FOR SALE— Single houses, double houses, ber maids, laundresses, general and kitchen
and summer cottages, also farms. All prices. workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
customer with other goods
Ladies’ Outsize Hose, brown or
ROBERT COLLINS, Real Estate and Insurance. 12 and 2 and 6- and 7. MRS HAWLEY. 789
375 Main St , Tel. 77.
67tf High St.. Bath. Me. Tel. 725
100-tf
black, 3 prs........................................ 1.00
FOR SALE- Horse, weight 1100, kina and
not afraid of anything
Also harness and
4 Pillow Slips....................................... 1.00
R. & G„ Milo, and New Style Cor
two seated wagon. D C. WHITMORE. North
Miscellaneous
Haven, Me.
66*tf
2 Children’s Play Suits...................... 1.00
sets, quality $1.50, sizes 19 to
HOME COOKED FOOD—Orders taken by
FOR SALE Long and fitted haid wood, fitted
30, high or low bust...................... 1.00 6 Big Huck Towels............................. 1.00
mill wood, hard wood limbs, and fireplace wood telephone (all 534-1. MRS. SIMON CROSBY.
74-76
delivered. T J. CARROLL, residence East
6
yds.
Soft
Finish
Bleached
Muslin.
1.00
81x90 Seamless Sheets...................... 1.00
Warden; P. O. Thomaston. Tel. Rockland,
100 ACRES near town with pair horses, cows,
263-21.
59-tf
crops, poultry, vehicles, tools, nwchlnery.
1.00
2'/2 yds. 42-in. Pillow Tubing. . . . 1.00 2 yds. 59c Voile, 39-in. wide
FOR SALE—Second hand dickering parlor household furniture, wood, etc. included; in
grand piano; rosewood case. Inquire of MR. clean healthful community popular as summer
resort; rich loamy fields; 10-cow spring-wa
FOSTER. 75 Cedar street.
56-tf
tered pasture; abundance wood, timber; good
FOR SALE—J H. Flint homestead at xa 6 room house with glorious landscape views,
Franklin street, double lot, 9-room house, slated excellent 72-foot bam. poultry house, garage;
roof, hath, electric lights cemented cellar, fur owner retiring makes clean sweep; all $2500,
nace heat. barn, woodshed, carriage house, hen- easy terms. Details page 8 illustrated Catalog
pen HARRY M FLINT, at Flint’s Market. 262 1100 selected bargains, free
STROUT FARM
Main street.
31tf
AGENCY, 335 DG. Water Street. Augusta. Me.
74-76
FOR SALE—New and second band furniture
at. B L. RYDER’S. Pleasant St., Rockport. 19-tf
AGENTS— For territory in Maine. Repeat
FOR SALE Small house at Owls Head Full order lines Liberal commission; for particu
K. H. S., has resigned his position and ington Were guests of Mr. and Mrs. has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. description and price on application. MAINE lars. address C. W. SHAW EXTRACT CO.,
Auburn, Me.
72*76
REAL ESTATE CO.. Rockland, Me.
50-tf
Edwin G. Bennett for several days.
expects to take a post graduate course C. E. Grotton Sunday.

$1.00

*1 A A

Ol A A
* • VW

J J QQ

$1.00

E. B. HASTINGS 6 CO.

Miss Ada Corthell of Haddonfield,
Herbert and Oliver Ingraham are
at Harvard. During Mr. and Mrs.
Avery’s stay in Rockport they have N. J. has been spending a few days at employed at “The Weirs,” in Weirs,
made many friends who very much re the home of her mother, Mrs. Jeanette N. H., for the summer.
Corthell. She will be employed at
gret their leaving.
Miss Hattie Aborn of Camden was a
Mrs. Leslie Rich of Tremont is the Garthgannon Lodge, Owl’s Head dur
guest at Charles F. -Collins’ Saturday
guest of Capt. and Mrs. Charles ing the summer.
Stanley, at Indian Island.
Mrs. Louise Messenger of Rockland and Sunday.
Mrs. Robert McKenzie and grand
children Florence and Frank Newhall
of St. George were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Alvenus Cross last week.
Mrs. Olive Walker is spending the
week with Mr. and Mrs. Wesley But letin Warren.
. PRICES
Mrs. Albert Crockett left Friday to
visit her sister, Mrs. Mabel St. Clair, in
Wollaston, Mass.
The men and women of the Metho- ,
dist church are requested to assemble
Wednesday morning at 9 o’clock to
clean the church. A picnic lunch will
be served.
Miss Dorothy Robinson is employed
AND SOFT
in Frank P. Libby’s restaurant in
Camden.
FITTED TO STOVE SIZE
Airs. J. F. Thurston of Newfield Is
spending the week with her mother,
Mrs. Climenia J. Richards.
PULVERIZED SHEEP
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Peterson have
returned to Lynn, Mass., after spend
For Lawns and Gardens
ing a few days in town.
Henry, the young son of Mr. and ,
Mrs. Edgar S. Bohndell, is the proud
Famous Park & Pollard
possessor of a pony which was re-|
cently purchased for him in Appleton. ,
AND CHICKEN FEEDS
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith of Rock
land have been spending a few days
at the home of his mother, Mrs. S. F.
ORONO DRY MASH
Smith.
Mi£s Lucy Stinson is at home from
the Gorham Normal School to spend
the vacation with her parents, Capt.
KINDS
GROCERIES OF
and Mrs. G. W. Stinson.
Miss Lorea Berry who has been the
Telephone Your Orders. W© are Always Ready to Deliver
guest of her grandmother, Mrs. Charles
Prince,, left Friday with her father
Emery Berry, for Dorchester, Mass.
Miss Bertha Davis has been the
guest of relatives in Stonington for a
few’ days.
THOMASTON, MAINE
Mr. and Mrs. Percival Jones of
71T8O
TELEPHONE 5-3
Augusta and Mr. and Mrs. Pearl
IlihlKird, daughters Hazel and Marion
anil sons Calvin and Royal of Wash- I

AT SUMMER
COAT
EGG, £ POVE, NUT

GENASCO ASPHALTSHINGLES

MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Picot Edge. Cov
ered Buttons. Accordion Plaiting, Narrow
Knife and Side Plaiting.
Orders promptly
filled
PHYLLIS E. TOLMAN, 18 Leland St.,
FOR SALE—A 5-room house with barn and Tel. 270-J.
63*75
other buildings, about three acres land Situ
WHEN IN BOSTON—Every lasuo of Tho
ated on road to Crescent Beach and near Ash
Point. Bargain. Easy terms. MAINE REAL Ceurier-Gasette is on sale by the Old South
ESTATE CO . 414 Main St.. Rockland. Me. 50-tf News Co., Washington St., opposite foot of
Hchool. Call around and get a copy of tho
FOR SALE—The Netoon farm at Northport. paper with the home news.
23-tf
25 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and
of wood.
Splendid situation for a summer
home. Address DICKEY KNOWLTON CO . Bel examine styles If you already have a plate
bring it in and let us print you cards In lateol
fast. Me
7*tf
size THE COtRIER-GAZETTE.
3-tf

FOR SALE -Double tenement at Southend
Lets for $22 per month. Inquire at 300 MAIN
STREET.
49-tf

We bleach and block Panama Hats
and plain straws. We also block and
clean soft hats. Prompt work and
satisfaction guaranteed.

HEN

WALL PAPER-We have had a line of
samples sent us. from which to take orders.
Mr Albert Peterson, In the' Carpet Department,
will be pleased to show them and take orders
if you mako a selection.
FULLER COBBDAVI8
35-tf

340 Main St., Rockland.

To Let
TO LET—Furnished rooms.
SPEAR. 33 Limerock Street.

JAMES A. COLLINS
Carpenter and Builder
Repairing and Remodeling
of all kinds
ALL WORK
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
Agent for the

"STANDARD" SCREENS
SHOP AND RESIDENCE

Ingraharq Hill
P. O. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 789-W
62-74

ALL

DUNN & ELLIOT CO.

LADIES— Reliable stock of hair goods at tho
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St Mall or
ders solicited HELEN C. RHODES
18-tf

68 tf.

WOOD

MANURE

Five and Six

COOK AND WAITRESS

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents.
Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents 3 times.
Six words
make a line.

HARD

THOMASTON, MAINE

71'ISO

1921

MARY WJGGIN
74*76

TO LET—Small tenement Seven dollars to
go.sl party. See F. G. CLEVELAND. 33 Pa
cific St.
74*76

TO LET Small tenement.
Middle Street.

L. F. CHASE. 43
73-tf

TO LET—Furnished for July and August,
kitchen, dining room and bed room; no chil
dren ; $6 per week. Apply 8 WILLOW STREET.
72*74

TO LET—2 large front rooms for light house
keeping
Everything furnished except linen.
Apply forenoons
MRS. W. B. MILES, 31
Ocean Street.
71-tf
TO LET- Apartment of four furnished rooms
at Southend. Inquire L BREWER, 39 Park
Street.
*
71-tf
TO LET—Furnished room.
or Tel. 741-M.

16 BROAD ST,
62-tf

TO LET- Building on Tillson Avenue, suit
able for store or restaurant. MRS. B. POL
LOCK

.

50-tf

THIS PAPER IS THE BEST METO LET—Somebody Is needing a house or
DIUM IN THE COUNTY TO USS rooms Advertise yours In this column and
you’U get an application immediately.

For Want Ads.
-I-

THAT BRING RESULTS

TO LET-One furnished room.
ANT STREET
TO LET—STORAGE—For
and musical instruments or
uiree a dry, clean room.
R. FLYE. 221 Main Rl.

S

8-tf

10 PLEAS
66*tf

furniture, stovee,
abytWng that reTerms reasonable.
Rockland
45tf

Those small ads In The CourierNOTICE—R. B. Fllimore u authorised to rep
Gazette are read by every body. That
resent The Courier-Gazette tn Knox county end
is why they are so popular and to receipt for money paid on new end old snbMflMloue.
!99-ff
effective,

Every-Other-Dny

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday,

taSecial Circles
Fu LLER - COBB-DaVI S

TELEPHONE .................................................... 770

,,

John MoLoon, William Largo, James
Murphy and William Wood are camp
ing- In-Jefferson thia week with Lin
wood Rogers as chaperone.

COON

COATS

21,

1921
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The errlvHl and departure of itueata during
the vacation season la of intereat iwith to them
and their trlenda. We are glad to print such
Items of social news and will thank our friends
to supply us with Information In thia con
nection

June

'Till}

LrKY

SPECIAL SALE

While in New York last week our buyers succeeded in getting

Among the 37 graduates from Notre
Dame Academy In Roxbury last week
was Mary Antonia Mclnnes of Rock
land who received a silver medal for
musical honors.

our fur coat manufacturer to agree to furniah us 25 more of

4 DAYS ONLY 4

•;;W’

those real Coon Coats, and wo shall sell these personally se

lected coats at the same prices as the Iqst lot.

Winifred B. Allen of Philadelphia
is the gueat this week of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank B. Allen. 20 Bay View Square.

36 in. Coat ....................................... ,195.00
40 in.

John J. Perry, former deputy col
lector of Internal revenue, who has
been spending the past week in this
city, left Sunday for East Corinth,
where his wife Is staying. Mrs. Perry
is a daughter ofWilllam H. Sanforh of
East Corinth, at whose home next
Saturday there will be a reunion of
the Sanford family.

Coat....................................... ,225.00

45 in. Coat ....................................... ,250.00
This may seem a little early to think of a next season’s coat, but we

assure you it is NOT.

You make your selection; we do the rest—put it

in storage for your until it is needed next fall. These prices are 40% less
than 1920 prices and below what we will be able to duplicate them for

Mrs E. M. O’Neil and daughter Rose
spent the latter part of the week at the
O’Neil cottage, Crescent Beach.

in October.
A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Leadbetter
and son Robert of Augusta, were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Thomas,
Chestnut street, Sunday.

Fuller - Cobb- Davts

Miss Hilda Locke is spending two
weeks in Cornish, the guest of her
mother.

Of Every Size and Quality

Miss Elsie Maxey Is having a week's
vacation from her duties at the Maine
Seed &■ Horticultural Store.
She Is
visiting in Orono.
|
I

himself with the various phases of tlie
textile industry. At present he is en
gaged in weavings. In common with
many other industrial concerns the
Stillwater Mill is having its labor
troubles, and conditions there are far
Miss Sarah Smith of Cucamongu. from normal.
Calif., is visiting Miss Augusta Healy,
North Main street. Miss Smith has
Harry Patterson of New York and
been attending Boston University’s Horace Crandel of Malden, Mass., were
Branch of the Religious Education the weekend guests of their collegemate,
past year. She leaves San Francisco Stanton Glover.
Aug. 17 for Rangoon, Burma, where
she will teach for a period of at least
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Eaton Sim
live years.
mons of Lynn, Mass., are guests for a
fortnight of Mrs. Annie F. Simmons. •
Misses Rhandena Armstrong and Miss Jeannette Simmons entertains
Barbara Keyes left this morning at auctibn in their honor this after- i
for Lake Thompson, near Poland, noon at the Middle street home and
where they will spend three weeks at Miss Madeline Bird is to entertain on
Camp Mauka, an institution which is Friday.
open only to college students during
their college courses.
Edwin Sprague Pillsbury, who has
Mrs. W. J. Copeland of Thomaston been the guest of his grandmother,
spent the weekend with Mrs. A. F. Mrs. Malvie K. Sprague, Limerock
street, for a few days, returned to
Green, Maverick street.
Boston last night. The young man
Mrs. H. B. Tyler and daughter Vir has just completed his course at
ginia of Lynn, Mass., are spending
a few days in Tenant's Harbor before
going to Castine to spend tlie summer
with Mrs. Tyler's sister, Mrs. Ad.
Morey.

Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Small and Miss
Doris Small arrived from Boston Sat
urday and are at their Crescent Beach
home for the summer.
'

DID TOU KNOW

Willard Gordon and bride, who have
been attending a week with Mr. Oor
don’s grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
A. Wardwell, at the Highlands, have
returned to their home in Worcester,
Mass.

THAT
SCOUT SHOES ARE
CHEAPER THAN
TENNIS THIS YEAR

Mr. and Mrs. Winslow Merrill are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry F. Free
man, Camden street.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray E. Eaton and Mr
and Mrs. C. H. Shaw are on a motor
trip this week through the Aroostook
country.

The Pearsons family from Brooklyn
leave opened their cottage at Bay
Point.
Mr. and Mrs. W.xP. Walsh went to
day to their summer home at Birch
Island.

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Spear and Dr.
and Mrs. A. W. Foss entertained the
Saturday Evening Auction Club at the
home of Dr. Foss. The prizes were
won by Mrs. B. B. Smith, Mrs Alan L.
Bird, Mrs. Louis Wardwell, Henry B.
Bird, H. Nelson McDougall and W. A.
Glover.
Mrs. H. B. Fales and Miss Harriet
Silsby" gave a yellow and white
luncheon at Oakland Park Friday in
honor of Mrs. G. M. Barney of Port
land. The catering was done by the
restaurant Rtaff. A five-table auction
party followed, the winners being
Mrs. Alan L. Bird, Mrs. F. L. Weeks
and Mrs. A. C. McLoon. Mrs. Barney
returned home yesterday, accompanied
by Mr. Barney, who was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Fales over Sunday.

Mrs. J. A. Millett, who has been vis
iting her mother, Mrs. Ellen Cushman
for two weeks, returned to Brooklyn
Saturday.

Boston Shoe Store
237 Main St, Rockland, Maine
1
I

EVERYTHING II| FOOTWEAR
AND NEVER 1 Undersold

The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial Church will meet with Mrs.
A. J. Babbidge at her home on Maver
ick street Wednesday evening.
Arthur E. Treadwell and daughter.
Miss He|«q Treadwell; .his mother-in
law, Mrs. Damle Russell and Osmond
Clark of West Somerville, Mass.,
arrived at their Dynamite Beach cot
tage, "Pahquioque," Saturday. Mr.
Treadwell returned yesterday but will
rejoin the party later in the season.

Mrs. W. H. Spear returned Satur
day night from a week’s visit in Bos
ton.

....Also we have a brand new
Scout, made out of smoked
horse with tan trimmings and
patches on the side.

MONEY ORDER OR CHECKl
I SEND
FOR PARCEL POST ORDERS

|

Mrs. R. W. Bickford and daughter,
Mrs. Rudolph Gilley, arrived this
morning from Syracuse, N. Y. Mrs.
Gilley will make a month’s visit with
her iMirents. The family goes this
week to Bar Harbor where Dr., Bick
ford will attend the dental convention
and to Skowhegan to the St. John's
Day celebration.

Mrs. D. N. Mortlnnd is entertain
ing the Winter -Auction Club with a
luncheon at the Country Club today.
George Smith of Richmond Hili, L.
I., and Thomas Norris of Milwaukee
are guests of .Grafton Wolfe at War
renton. Mr. Smith remains only a
few days, but Mr, Norris is to be Mr.
Wolfe’s guest for a fortnight.

Miss Marion Webb Is to enter Miss
Leslie's kindergarten training school
In Cambridge, Mass., next fall, for
two years’ course.

PARK THEATRE
WEEK Of PARAMOUNT PROGRAMS

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Tibbetts, who
have been spending the winter in
Florida, have arrived in this city
where they will make their annual
summer visit.

TODAY ONLY
SYDNEY CHAPLIN in “KING, QUEEN, JOKER”
Called the "Ben Hur” of screen comedy

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Conant hafl as
quests for the weekend Olive and Mar
lon Pease of Hope, and Mrs. Howard
Fuller and daughter Ruth of South
China.

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY and FRIDAY

Sir James M. Barrie’s
A Lois Webber

Miss Kathleen Snow, who is libra
rian of the Millinocket Memorial Libra
ry made a brief trip home Saturday,
enroute to Swamspcott. Mass., ty at
tend the annual convention of the
American Library Association, June
20-27, and which meets ill New Eng
land for the first time in 12 years.
The Misses Addie and Nellie Snow ac
companied her, by auto, to Boston.

Production
“TO PLEASE
ONE WOMAN”

Oscar S. Duncan and family, are at
their cottage, Holiday Beach, for the
summer.

Why does a man pile
up
money,
commit
crimes and make a fool
of himself. The picture
tells.

Assembly goes
Wednesday af
a picnic supper,
li^ Community

“SENTIMENTAL TOMMY”
This hoy. Tommy, known practically all
over the world, is universally beloved, for
in his limitless imagination, Ids love of ad
venture and his ’’foxiness,’’ many a youth
secs his counterpart. The production carries
him from childhood to maturity, with his
childhood sweetheart, tile serious-minded
Grizel, always a dominating factor in the
background. It’s a picture for young and
old.
“I saw this picture in New York,”
says a Rockland lady. ‘‘Don't miss it”

Comedy — “NOBODY’S WIFE”

Avard L. Richan arrived Saturday
from Harrisville, R. I., on a week's va
cation part of which he will spend in
Brunswick, attending commencement
of Bowdoln College. Mr. Richan is in
the employ of the Stillwater Worsted
mill and is gradually familiarizing;

I

^SWEETHEART
DAYS”

$5.00 to $55.00

______

Miss Emmeline Roberts, accom
panied by Master Curtis Webster,
was a visitor in the city yesterday.

MEN’S ARMY SHOES for $4.00

fred have returned to their home in
South Weymouth, Mass., after u pleas
ant two weeks visit at the Meadows

IP

,2.49
1225
,1.98

tome more

Airs. Alfred A. Byrnes and son Al

.

Standish Perry and Irving Tuttle
are home from Bowdoln College for the
summer vacation.

Mens, 6 to 11
Boys’ 1 to 5'/2,
Little Gents’, 9 to 13'Xa

SNEAKERS & TENNIS SHOES
of every description.
Get our
prices

Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Ames arrived
last week from North Dakota, accom
panied by Mrs. Ames' siHter. Ella
Macheel, and are guekts of Mr. Ames'
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George W. Ames
Oliver street. They came in a motor
car making the journey of 2200 miles
In 11 days including one day's stop in
Chicago. .Mr Ames is making his first
home visit in 14 years. He is still in
the theatrical business and has
troupe on the road at the present
time.

I Have a Very Large Stock with Prices from

Mrs. Harry Pearsons, daughter, Mrs.
Celia Stewart and little granddaugh
ter of Bridgeport, Conn., are spending
a few days at the Copper Kettle before
going to their Crescent Beach cottage
for the season.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Davis are
occupying the Sprague tenement at
37 1-2 Limerock street.

That we would like to show you

Iron, Wood, Brass and Special Finishes

Harvard Law School, and will proceed,
via Panama Canal, to San Francisco,
where he enters the employ of the law
Olin of McCutcheon, Willard, Manan
& Greene.

WE
HAVE A GOOD ALL
SOLID SCOUT, TAN
ELK,
LEATHER SOLES.

Men's, $3.50; Boys’, $3.00;
L. G. ,2.50.

The members of the Chapih Class
will have a supper in the church ves
try Wednesday evening, at 6.30.

The Auto-Go-To-It
to Lincolnville Beach
ternoon and will have
followed by u dance
hall.

Beds

Beds

Afternoons 17 and 28 cents;
Evenings 25 and 35c, plus war tax

NEW ENGLAND WEEK

Our $5.00 Bed is not the cheapest Bed made.

It is Continuous Post with Five Fillers.

Guaranteed for Strength

TO
FREIGHT PAID
TO ANY

POINT
IN

MAINE

REGARDLESS

Next to Hotel Rockland

Census Bureau Statistics Show That
Births Exceed Deaths by About
One-Third.
The census bureau, on the strength
of registered returns, gives ligures io
show that the birth rule In the United
States exceeds the death rate by unethtrd, which Is a gratifying fact. We
are not one of the nations that need
he anxious on this vital puint as far
as present conditions are concerned.
One of ihe most serious troubles In
France Is the warning in Its censuses
tliut in some years more of Its Inhab
itants die than are born,
eome of
Its neighbors grow much faster In
population.
This disparity was somewhat noticed In the past, yet without
fully realizing the terrible menace In
volved.
The desolated towns and
farms of France are a monument to
the old census admonitions and tlie
awful sacrifice of young French man
hood Is far more dreadful than tlie
devastation. Oflen have the public
men of France sounded 6d alarm on
the defective birth rate.
It Is much
discussed now by thoughtful French
legislators and writers.
A census al
ways demands intelligent study.
The United States grows by Immi
gration ns well as births, nnd our
school system tends to Americanize
tlie whole body of citizens.
Our
schools are n great melting pot for
Americans of the future nnd to In
crease their proportionate number.
The welfare of children Is a great
national Issue.
Tlie hlrth rate and
death rate need continuous attention.

ALL WANT TO LIVE IN PARIS
So Many Foreigner* Ar* Thera That
the Frenchman la Being
Crowded.
The New York Evening Post’s Paris
correspondent says that In nn article
In Excelsior a French writer contends
that while Pnrls before the war was
the meeting place of all nationalities.
It has now become their permanent
abode, so that the Parisians are crowd
ed out Into the suburbs or unable to
find an apartment In the city. •
The writer says that If jou tnkp a
census of the average apartment you
will flnd that It contains “Belgians
who left when the Germans came,
Russians driven out by bolshevism,
French families from the devastated
regions who seem to like It where they
are.
American students with their
omnipotent dollars. Englishmen trying
to do business and representatives of
the Balkan states. Poland. Turkey and
other distressed and unsettled regions
who are living on the Lord only knows
what. Paris Is proud of her cosmo
politanism. but Is finding It Inconveni
ent when the peoples of the world
show so little Inclination to move.”

Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
many foreign land*.

SOLD

Union

OF

COST

V. F. Studley

OUR BIRTH RATE IS NORMAL

to every State in the

BE

and to

293 Main Street

FREE
AUTO
DELIVERY

Cardinal’s Hat Symbol of Office.
The peculiarity of the cardinal's hat
Is thnt it Is not to he worn. On one
occasion only Is It to be seen on the
head of the cardinal, and that Is when
the pope himself places It there as a
symbol of its owner’s elevation to the
Sacred college. When the cardinal dies
it Is placed in his coffin. The hat Is
of a deeper red than that of the robe
worn by (he cardinal.
It has long
heavy silken cords, each with 15 tas
sels nt the end, hanging on either side.
The crimson robes which, like the hat.
denote the cardinal's office, ore inude
of cloth which for several generations
past has been supplied by a firm of
cloth merchants nt Burtscheld, near
Alx-la-Chapelle. The process by which
the dye Is distilled Is a jealously
guarded secret

HomeWarmth
Guaranteed by

HoMAKER-tto
Better Pipeless Furnace
T

ARMTH.
Every room heated
alike, every room cozily comfort
able! Warmth, evenly controlled
in all weathers, ample on coldest
days—unfailing, steady, perfect— ,
in new homes or old.
That is the HOMAKER guar
antee.

Trade With Australia Grows.
Trading between this country nnd
Australia is showing a healthy growth,
according to figures supplied to the de
partment of commerce by A. W. Ferrln, trade commissioner, who Is nt Mel
bourne. They cover Imports and ex
ports for tlie first quarter of the cur
rent year, and show the Imports dur
ing flint period to have been about
$27,775,000, against exports to this
country of approximately $16,350,000.
February exports nearly equuled In
value the totals for January and
March, and In that month the outgoing
shipments exceeded the Imports. In
the same month, however, the value of
the Imports was less than half of the
goods brought in during March.

Making It Homelike.
On Dolly’s birthday she was pre
sented with a baby bulldog, and her
delight was delicious to behold.
It was very young, and she Insist
ed upon taking It to bed with her, but
tlie next morning she was looking
very tired.
’’Haven’t you slept well, darling?”
asked her mother.
"No, mummy,” said Dolly. "Nel
son was crying In the night for his
muroaey, so I kept awake with him
for company, nnd I made awful faces
all night to make him fink I was his
bulldog muvver to comfy him 1”—An
swers, London.

Aerial Taxlcaba in Canada.
Seventeen aerial taxicuh compa
nies are being formed In
western
Canada, and a number of these al
ready have been licensed by the air
board. Four commercial flying com
panies have heen formed at Winni
peg, and there are companies at
Regina. Moose Jaw, Saskatoon, Ed
monton.. Hanna (Alberta). Calgary,
Lethbridge, Banff and In Vancouver.
Aerodromes are to be built at Virden
nnd Vancouver. Passenger flying Is
the first object of these companies,
nnd mail carrying and distribution
for large shops are expected to fol-

low.

DR. T. E. TIBBETTS
Dentist
Car>«r Maia aae Wiatar Wraata.

And yet warmth is but the beginning of
what this simple one-register beating plant
brings you. That proud title, The Better
Pipeless Furnace, was earned by the many ,
vital improvements in HOMAKER’S design and structure that make
for better health, greater economy and increased comfort.
By eliminating dust and dirt, HOMAKER keeps the air pure as well
as warm. The handy shaker handle and wide ash pit doors are ex
amples of added conveniences. The prevention of heat waste brings ’
remarkable fuel economy. And the entire sturdy construction means
freedom from breakage or burning out.

"HOME-MAKER"

PIPELESS FURNACE
You shake and dump HOM AKER from an easy up
right position with all its doors closed tight. No trace of
ash dust can escape. Edgedump grate gets rid of ashes
and saves live coals. Outer casing and register both oversize; heatradiating castings are centered; abrupt air passage angles eliminated.
This combination effects freer warm air circulation. HOMAKER need
nev« r be forced. Quadruple casing, inner one with a heavy insulation
of air-cell asbestos between the two sheets of steel. All the heat con
served for upstairs, where it warms every room
evenly; none wasted in the cellar. Cast smoke
collar runs clear through all casings. No gas
y
can leak out. Full width ash door. No hard/
< to-clean corners in the ash pit.
Send the coupon today for our free book “The
Story of HOMAKER.” It explains in detail
HOMAKER’S many vitally important improve
ments.

The Honker Sales 1 Service Co.
153 Milk Street

Boston, Mass.

COUPON
THE HOMAKER SALES & SERVICE CO., 153 Milk St., Boston, Mils.

You may send rue without obligation, your free book, “The Story of
HOMAKER.”

Name ..... ...........................................................................................................................

Street or R. J?. D.
City ..........................

State
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Every-Other-Day

PARK THEATRE
New England Week opened yester
day in a most auspicious manner, and
will be followed by a series of delight
ful Paramount features.
Today Sydney Chaplin is starring in
"King, Queen, Joker.” The scenes are
laid in a mythical kingdom and Mr.
Chaplin plays a dual role, that of a
king and a barber, in the story. The
plot is good and the situations are
highly thrilling.
O. Henry once wrote a story about a
prize tighter who visited every store
and cafe in New York and Anally led
a police raid—ail in order to secure
his bride a certain peach that she
craved. When at last he had It in his
possession, she blandly remarked that
it was an apple she wanted! The
pugilist's bride was a piker compared
to the beautiful darkeyed feminine
creature about whom the action takes
place in “To Please One Woman."
Lois Weber's new photoplay, which
will be shown Wednesday.
Sir James M. Barrie's "Sentimental
Tommy,” will be the feature for
Thursday and Friday. The story be
gins with Tommy’s entrance with his
sister. Elspeth. to the Scotch village
of Thrums and his rescue of Grizel
from a crowd of youngsters who are
throwing stones at her. It gives many
episodes showing Tommy's Hights of
imagination which are humorous and
wholesome. The story takes Tommy
and Grizel to maturity when Grizel
becomes demented after she Ands her
childhood sweetheart with another
woman in his arms.
The closing
scenes are dramatic and full of heart
interest. The role of Tommy is played
by Gareth Hughes, a popular young
leading man. May McAvoy is Grizel.
adv.

When storing furs, be sure of the reliability of the
company to whom they are entrusted.

We store

your furs at 3% of your valuation.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
HEALTH PARAGRAPHS.
Some of The Things Dr. Loughlin Said
At The Tenant’s Harbor Meeting.

Which one of your
neighbors gets the
best mileage out cf
his tines ?

THE U. S. USCO TREAD

/

Here is the U. S. Usco Tread,-with a
long - established standard of service
among motorists who have an eye to
value, as well as to price. While sell
ing for less than the other tires in the
U. S. Fabric line, the Usco has earned
a reputation for quality and depend
able economy which is uot exceeded by
any lire in its class.

VERY once in a while you hear a motorist say as he
kicks a rear tire with an admiring foot, “ there’s a lucky
tire I ” Give him a chance and he’ll tell you all about it.
And then you'll find that what he calls “luck” is simply his
first experience with a quality standard tire.

E

It all comes to this—buy a U. S. Tire anywhere
in this country and you get definite, predictable
value for your money no matter what weight car
you drive.

Cheap Building Material.
The making of houses chiefly from
slate waste, as proposed by north
Wales builders, ls an experiment of
much interest.
The waste has been
accumulating in quarries for three
centuries, and is adapted for use in
paints, putty, bricks, blocks, slabs,
tiles, flooring, mortar, rubber and

The man who has been guessing his way through
“overstocks,” “discontinued lines,” “job lots” and the
like, will find it refreshing to talk with the local U. S.
Tire dealer who is concentrating on a full, com
pletely sized line of U. S. Tires.

molded products, but hitherto the cost
of manufacture seems to have kept It
from competition with other materials.
Lucius E. Cobb, formerly of this city, Tried for roads, the state has proven
died Bunday morning
in the
Cam too dirty in wet weather. It is sug
bridge, Mass. City Hospital, whither gested as a promising binder in gran
he was taken after
falling down an ite macadam; and bricks made from It
elevator in the store of Jones, Mand have been found very strong nnd as re
sistant to water absorption as other
ville Co. in East
Boston two
weeks
bricks. Good drain pipes have been
previously. Mr. Cobb sustained a fall
made from slate dust. For cement the
of 12 or 15 feet, striking on a cement
ground waste is claimed to be especial
floor. He was so terribly injured that
ly good, and near the quarries a mas
it was necessary to keep him under the tic of slate dust and oil has been used
influence of ether, and death resulted often for repairing leaky roofs. This
from ether pneumonia.
Former Gov mixture, when it sets, is said to be
ernor JVilliam T. Cobb Was with his harder and more durable than the nat
brother during the
latter’s last con ural slate rock.

LUCIUS E. COBB.

In his address at the Knox County
Public Health Association meeting at
Tenant’s Harbor last Thursday even
ing Dr. Loughlin emphasized the wis
dom of a yearly medical examination
in order that any degenerative disease:
may be noticed in the early stages]
when treatment will he effectual; the
modern treatment of diabetes; presentday efforts to control diphtheria,
scarlet fever and other communica
ble diseases; the responsibility of in
dividuals to the community in this re scious moments. The funeral services
spect, and the home care of children will be held at the Cobb residence 12
ill with such diseases. A few of his Middle st ret at 10.30 a. tn. Thursday.
Rev.
John
M.
Ratcliff
officiating.
pointed paragraphs follow:
“People in business take account of Friends will please omit flowers.
stock once a year or oftener; the
Mr. Cobb was a son of the late Hon.
owner of a car looks out and overhauls Francis and Martha J- (Chandler)
it; a farmer takes care to properly Cobb and his death marks the first
feed his cattle. But most people never break in their family since the demise
take account of stock regarding their of Miss Martha Cobb in 1883. Mr. Cobb
own health; they never think it worth was employed in various capacities by
while to go to a doctor and ask for a the Cobb Lime Co. in his younger
A
person’s days, and prior to
thorough overhauling.
leaving Rockland
when
that was in
greatest ass<*t is health:
the fruit and confectionery
stops everything stops: money and business for a few years. Going from
business.”
this city he became a Pullman con
‘ All these cases of diabetes, apo- ductor, making runs which took him
lexy, diseases of tiie arteries, Bright’s, as far West as Kansas City. Sub
which carry off people from 45 up sequently he was employed by the
more than any other disease, they arc* Eastern Steamship Corporation in
all preventable.”
Boston and at W*-lleslev College. He
" Ab asles and whooping-cough cause had lieen in the employ of Jones,
more deaths in children in the United Mandville Co., asbestos and paint
States than any other disease, though di alers, only a short time when the ac
people think them ‘simple.’”
cident occurred which resulted fatally.
“There is nothing in air-trans- He w as a mi miter of llockland Lodge.
mission of disease.”
It. I’. O. E. and Aurora Lodge, F. &
“You need not be afraid of tiie scales A. M. His genial and companionable
of scarlet fever; they are not con manner won friends readily for him in
tagious. The time the diseases are the various walks of life which he had
most contagious is in the coughing, traveled and his death under such
spraying stage. One usually contracts painful conditions evokes a great
a disease by coming in contact with a deal of sympathy.
patient’s breatn, or after handling a
Mr. Cobh is survived by his wife,
patient getting one’s hands near one's j three brothers William T- and Nathan
nose or mouth be fore washing them." | p. of Rockland and C. W. S. Cobb of
“According to tiie last census, there St. Louis, and four sisters, Mrs. Mary
are 767,000 people in the State of A. C. Norton of Norwich. Conn..“Mrs.
Maine. Last year the appropriation Jennie W. Butler of London. England;
for State Public health work was Mrs. Maria F. Snow of Mill Valley,
$7G,000; that means ten cents a year Calil'., and Mrs. I.ovisa H. Hanley of
per head for every man, woman and Hayward, Calif.
child in the State.”
“I hope the* day will come when they
will have a fair showing children, as
TENANT’S HARBOR
now they have a fair showing pump
kins, needlework and butter.”
Walter Ferguson of Lynn, Mass., has
Dr. Loughlin afterward answered
questions on different points brought been spending a brief vacation with
out by his address. Mr. Ingraham, the his aunt, Mrs. Abbie V. Clark.
Tenant’s Harbor will be a “tegular”
President, outlined briefly the aims of
the* Association;
and Miss Chaplin, place this summer. Mrs. Abbie Clark
gave a summary of her work as Public is to open a tea room at her residence
Health Nurse for tiie preceding month. Saturday. .June 25, where she will serve
Dr. Leach of Tenant’s Harbor spoke light lunches during the day.
appreciatively of Miss Chaplin’s work
in his community.

Telephone that Hem of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
reader« will hh»> It.
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BE A BOOSTER?
TRADE AT HOMS I
TAKE THE HOMS PAPER I

For the first time he will hear some straight quality
tire facts—and get the difference
between chance and certainty in
tire buying.

"Freih, bn U. S. Tint
come direct to the dealer
from his neighboring Fac
tory Branch."

The U. S. Tires he sees in stock are
fresh, live tires. They come direct to the
dealer from his neighboring Factory
Branch.

There are 92 of these Branches estab
lished and maintained by the U. S. Tire
makers.
Giving your dealer a continuous moving
stock of new, fresh tires built on the
certainty of quality first every time

Uncle Sam’s Tallest Eastern Mountain.
Many people believe that Mount
Washington, in New Hampshire, Is the
highest mountain in the eastern part
of the United States. Mount Wash
ington stands 6,293 feet above sea
level, according to the United States
geological survey, but many peaks In
the southern Appalachians nre several
hundred feet higher than New Hamp
shire's famous mountain.
The highest mountnln in the Ap
palachian system—the highest point
In the United Slates east of the
Rockies—is Mount Mitchell, In North
Carolina, which stands at an elevation
of 6,711 feet.
The highest mountain in Tennessee,
Mount Guyot, stands 6.636 feet above
sea level.—Geological Survey Bulletin.

His first experience
with U S quality
standard T'lieS.1*

United States Tires
United States* O Rubber Company
GEORGE M. SIMMONS, Rockland, Me.
GORDON & LOVEJOY CO., Union, Me.
WARREN GARAGE, Warren, Me.

Porcelain of Great Value.
Remarkable properties are claimed
for a new porcelain. A special glaze
expands and contracts in exactly the
same degree as the mass of porcelain,
nnd chemical and other vessels made
from the material not only endure
great heat but are not fractured by
sudden changes of temperature. It Is
even possible to fuse holes in the new
porcelain, using an oxyhydrogen blow
pipe, without causing cracking. The
material, moreover, can be worked
like glass, and different pieces can be
fused together, or n porcelain tube or
handle cun be fused to a dish. The
blow-pipe softened mass can he blown
like glass into bulbs or other forms
not hitherto produced with material
of this kind.

Rubber Import* Increase.

A marked Increase Iti the amount
of crude rubber Imported Into this
country Is shown by figures for the
fiscal year ended June 31), 1921). com
piled by the National City tiank of
New York. During the year fltM).(MM).
(MM) pounds were Imported, ns com
pared with 132.000.000 In 1919. Twothirds of the amount Imported was
used fur auto tires.

Post Toasties
Corn Flakes
-of the better kind

Order them by Name
At all Grocers

TIMES

CHANGING

IN

CHINA

“Gentlemen” of That Ancient Country
Evidently Have Revised Their
Opinion About Labor. *
A sign of the times from Chinn. At
Cnnton Christian college there nre Chi
nese gentlemen—“gentlemen,” says a
writer In Asia, “of a class that for
merly considered work with the hands
degrading"—taking care of nnd study
ing a model herd of water-buffaloes.
If they were capable of such un emo
tion the situation would probably sur
prise the water-buffaloes, for long as
water-buffaloes have been a common
place factor in Chinese agriculture,
aud their wide horns and clumsy fig
ures almost inevitable In a southern
Chinn landscape, they have never be
fore been “studied" in an agricultural
school, to say nothing of being studied
by gentlemen.
But the Chinese gentlemen of the
present, or at any rate some of them,
ore Interested In the future of China,
and as that future must necessnrily
be agricultural, these particular gen
tlemen are Interested in improving the
water-buffalo. His temper is probably
acceptable enough as It Is, for, al
though cross with strangers, the wa
ter-buffalo is gentle with those he
knows, A small boy, sitting on his
back and sometimes playing a flute,
controls him easily, and whoever has
seen the creature dragging plow or
harrow through the swampy rice fields
will probably agree that “water-buf
falo” Is a proper name for him.—Chris
tian Science Monitor.

Gat From Straw.
A gas derived from the destructive
distillation of straw Is being produced
on a small scale nt the experimental
farm of the United States Department
of Agriculture nt Arlington, Va., says
the Journal of Industrial nnd Engi
neering Chemistry In a recent article.

This gas has been used for motor
fuel, for cooking nnd Illuminating pur
poses, bnt its commercial value has
not yet been determined. The office
of development work of the bureau of
chemistry is now making u series of
tests upon tt.
Fifty pounds of straw will produce
about 300 cubic feet of gas. and the
problem of liquefying or condensing
the gas In order to enable It to be used
practically as a motor fuel Is now in
process of solution.
Several valuable by-products are ob
tained duriug the manufacture of the
____________

Combustible’* Many U*«*.
If the farmer can't make the old
horse go on straw and corncobs per
haps he can run Ills car, his tractor
and his stationary engine with gas
made from them. That's the problem
the department of agriculture Is strug
gling with, says the Nation’s Business.
Already Its experimenters ha e run nn
automobile with the new combustible
and used It for lighting and cooking.
If the results of these tests warrant
further investigation the experiments
will be extended to the problem of
plant equipment for producing the gas
on a scale sufficient to allow the farm
er to supply light nnd heat for ills
house, power for stationary engines,
nnd possibly for his tractor from a
small Individual outfit. If n suitable
unit can he constructed It seems likely
that the straw gas may have a cprtnln
economic value In the sections of the
country where the raw material from
which the gas Is made Is now con
sidered as waste and burned or left
to rot.

Sentiment Rules.
Ponderous government machinery
gave way to sentiment when MaJ. Gen.
John A. Lejeune. commandant of the
marine corps, authorized the re-enlist
ment In Los Angeles of two Armenians
who served In the A. E. F., Peter
Mosgofinn nnd Pnrseh N'ormanlnn, for
the purpose of joining the marines on
the United States steamship Chatta
nooga. now at Constantinople. In or
der that they might locate their rela
tives in the Near East.
Both of these young men speak Ar
menian, Greek, Arabic, Bulgarian.
French and English, and understand
Russian. They will leave Philadelphia
this month,
via the United States
steamship St. I.ouls, for Turkish wa
ters.

Philippine Coal.
Signs of industrial expansion In the
Philippine Islands ure seen In tho re
cent formation of a company which
Is developing the Cebu coal mines ns
well ns those In Mindanao. It Is ex
pected that within a comparatively
short time the output of these two
Islands will be sufficient to supply
the needs of the whole nrchipelngo as
regards good steam coal. The Min
danao product,
which comes from
what is known as the Sllsbuguej' coal
field, is asserted on the one hand to
lie superior to any other Philippine
coal or nny coal Imported into the
Islands, while on the other hand it Is
said to be liable to deteriorate If not
used promptly.

SHIPS' SIRENS SOUND CODES
Whittle Blasts Give All Information
Nece*sary to All Whom It
May Concern.
As ships pass In and out of port
their sirens sound a code which en
ables nil that Is necessary to be said
to all whom it may concern. Two tug
boats, one concealed from the other
by the vessel they are taking to her
berth, will rattle away, one telling
the other whnt to do, and perhaps each
In turn pleading with the pilot on the
liner's bridge to stop his engines, lo
go ahead or astern, or do half a
dozen things.
Sirens of the big shipping liners
mostly have Individual notes, and they
have calls of tlielr own when nearing
port.
The Cunarder announces her
approach by three long blasts, the
White Star and Allan liner by three.
Dominion four, while Leylands vessels
run In six sounded In three twos, with
a marked Intervnl between each pair.
Boats of the African line have a
threefold call, one long and two short:
Johnsons nre quite garrulous with
eight. Alexandra tugs five, and Rae’
tugs two long nnd two short, while
the Cock boats adhere to their old for
mula of Cock-a-doodle-doo.

Hanged for Symmetry.
One rarely sees a hunchbacked per
son nowadays.
People thus afflicted
used to be far more numerous. But
medical science has learned how to
treat such cases, ns well as lateral
curvatures of the spine, with remark
able success.
Harold J. Rink of Chicago, has new
ly patented a contrivance for the pur
pose
of
straightening
backbones
which Is Interesting. The patient Is
literally hung up In a doorway by the
chin. Ills toes barely touching the
ground.
Thus his spinal column Is
pulled straight, while cords attached
to belts that he wears, one under the
arms, and the other about the hips,
exert drags sidewise to correct a cur
vature.
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SQUEEZED
TO DEATH
When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful it
is usually an indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

(XXiD.MEDAL

The world’s standard remedy for kidney.
User, bladder and uric add troublee.
Tamoua since 1690. Take regularly and
keep in good health. la three darn, u'l
druggist*. Guaranteed as repregemMLeek fw UMeueeCaUUM^djm evw> tab.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES
tEGULATlON SIZE WITH NAME
AND ADDRESS OF MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound eiae
Postage '5 cents addltiosal

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents addltiosal
For each additional 1000 shoots ord
ered at same time, add to the priee
of Urst mot), $4.ot) and 1C oents port

age for each 1000.

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound alia
Poalage 10 oenta addittosal

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents additioaal

: •A' ‘ »

For each additional 1000 aheeta ord
ered at same time, add to the price
of first 1000, $3.50 and 10 cents poetage for each 1000.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE.
Rockland Mains

I

Telephone that Item of newa to The
tourier-Gazette, where thousands of
-eaders will see tt.

